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AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY NIXON STYLE 
Daniel Miles McFarland 
The year 1956 was a crucial one in the history of Africa. As the year 
began, the Sudan proclaimed its independence. Morocco and Tunisia 
gained their freedom in March. In May British Togoland voted for 
integration with the Gold Coast. In June the last British troops pulled 
out of the Suez Canal Zone, just eleven days before Colonel Carnal Abdel 
Nasser was elected President of Egypt and slightly more than a month 
before Nasser seized the Suez Canal Company and touched off a world 
crisis, which forced British and French nationals out of Egypt and 
marked the beginning of the end of European dominance in Africa. 
During August England refused to grant independence to Rhodesia; but 
shortly thereafter promised it to the Gold Coast. In October Israel at- 
tacked Egypt. Two days later Anglo-French troops joined Israel in an 
attempt to wrest the Suez Canal from Nasser, but in November Russia 
threatened to use rockets to protect Egypt, and a frightened United 
States Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, joined the Reds in demand- 
ing an end to the action against the Arabs. The day before the cease-fire 
in Egypt, the American people reelected the Eisenhower-Nixon Ad- 
i ministration for a second term. 
In 1956 Africa counted for little in the American scheme of things. 
That year Eisenhower established a semi-autonomous Office of African 
Affairs. It was divided into two branches, one for North Africa and 
another for Africa south of the Sahara. The Office was headed by a 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs. Less than two 
hundred and fifty Foreign Service officers were stationed in all Africa. 
The trade of the United States with Negro Africa, between the Sahara 
and the Zambezi, was insignificant; less than two per cent of the total 
foreign trade.1 Except for an occasional missionary, big game hunter or 
anthropologist, few Americans knew anything about black Africa. 
Soon after Dwight D. Eisenhower's second inaugural in January of 
1957, the President decided to send Vice President Richard Nixon to the 
Gold Coast to represent the United States at ceremonies recognizing the 
independence of that new nation with the name of Ghana. Franklin 
Roosevelt had attended military conferences in Africa during World War 
II, and Nixon had paid a brief visit to Libya in 1953; but this was the 
Rupert Emerson, Africa and United States Policy (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1967), pp. 25-35. 
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first time that an official of the United States with a rank as high as 
Nixon's was scheduled for an official visit to an African nation. A new 
era of Afro-American relations was beginning. 
After the initial announcement of the trip to the Gold Coast, the 
itinerary was expanded until eight African countries were included. On 
February 14, the State Department announced that Gongresswoman 
Frances P. Bolton, Congressman Charles G. Diggs Jr. (one of three 
Negroes in Congress), Walter A. Gordon (Negro Governor of the Virgin 
Islands), Joseph Palmer (Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African 
Affairs), Mason Sears (U. S. representative on the U. N. Trusteeship 
Council) and Mrs. Nixon would accompany the Vice President. Rumors 
were heard that Mrs. Bolton wanted to be appointed Assistant Secretary 
of State for African Affairs.2 
Announcement of the proposed tour caused concern in London and 
Paris, and in American political circles. U. S. News and World Report 
suggested that Nixon was being given the most intensive training for the 
presidency of any vice president in American history. It was reported 
that the plans for the trip were made so quickly that Washington did 
not take time to send formal diplomatic notice to London. The French 
let it be known that they hoped Nixon could detour via Paris for a 
briefing on the explosive Algerian situation before he ventured into 
North Africa. Relations with both France and England were sensitive in 
the wake of the Suez crisis, and France was especially touchy about 
American interference in the Algerian rebellion.3 
Final preparations for the trip were announced to the press on Feb- 
ruary 23. The Nixons had just purchased the 21 room mansion of former 
Attorney General Homer S. Cummings in the Wesley Heights area of 
Washington, and they were busy packing to move from their much 
smaller home in Spring Valley. The day before the tour left, Nixon 
visited the White House for a final briefing. The Vice President's mother, 
widowed five months before, would stay with the Nixon daughters while 
their parents were away. 
Departure from Washington's National Airport on February 28 was 
a wet affair. Servicemen sheltered the Nixons with umbrellas as he read 
a statement on the purpose of the tour to the press. At 2 :50 p.m. the 
DG-6B carrying the Nixons- and their party took off through the rain. A 
^Newsweek, March 11, 1957, p. 22. 
3U.S. News and World Report, February 22, 1957, p. 11; March 1, 1957, 
p. 11; March 8» 1957, p. 11; The New Xmk Zmm, .Februaxy.28, 1057sp.-6, 
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s second airplane followed with almost thirty correspondents, about half 
■ i representing the Negro press.4 
After the trans-Atlantic flight the Americans landed at Sale Airport 
near Rabat, capital of Morocco, at 10:00 a.m., Friday, March 1. Crown 
' Prince Moulay Hassan, Princess Lalla Aisha and Premier Embarek 
Bekkai greeted the visitors as they descended from their airplane. The 
■ s Crown Prince and Vice President rode together in a white Packard 
convertible into Rabat. They were given a tumultuous welcome. Shrill 
, warble-like sounds came from the crowds lining the streets. In the center 
of town Nixon had his car stopped and went into the crowd to shake 
hands with the people. Moroccan officials were horrified, but the people 
liked it. Arriving at the palace, Nixon went at once to an audience 
with King Mohammed V. The King had postponed a hernia operation 
for the visit. Although only forty-seven, the King was not a well man. 
(He was to die in four years.) Mohammed V and the Vice President 
■ discussed the future of U.S. bases in Morocco, U.S. foreign aid, the 
i fighting in Algeria and the Eisenhower Doctrine for defending the 
Middle East against Communist aggression. It was agreed that the 
accords made with the French in 1951 for five air bases would be re- 
i negotiated. The Moroccan Ruler expressed a preference for economic 
aid over military aid, and promised to support the Eisenhower Doctrine 
on the Middle East. No conclusions were reached on Algerian policy, 
: since the United States was reluctant to take sides between the Arab 
i states and France.5 
Saturday was the first anniversary of independence in Morocco. The 
- whole country was in a festive mood. The Nixons motored from Rabat 
to Casablanca in the morning. Vast crowds filled the streets of the new 
nation's largest city. The Nixons entered into the spirit of the occasion. 
They visited the Casbah, and the Vice President frequently left his blue 
Chevrolet convertible to mingle with the cheering people, shake hands 
'if , and pass out ballpoint pens. Mrs. Nixon had candies for the children. ■ Many in the crowds probably didn't understand who the visitors were, 
but it was independence day and time to celebrate. By the end of the 
day, the whole entourage was worn out, especially Mr. Nixon, who had a 
sore throat and a slight fever. A physician was called to give a shot of 
"■The New York Times, March 1, 1957, p. 1; Department of State Bulletin, 
March 18, 1957, p. 436. 
SThe New York Times., March 2, 1957, p. 12; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 2, 1957, p. 9. 
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an antibiotic at Nouasseur airfield. The airplanes finally began the trip 
toward the Gold Coast near midnight.6 
The eleven hour flight across the western hump of Africa was bumpy, 
but Sunday morning, when the Americans landed in Gold Coast, they 
had had some rest. Thousands were at the airport to greet the Vice 
President. All the cabinet save Prime Minister Nkrumah were there. The 
weather was hot and muggy, and Nixon obviously still suffered from a 
feverish head cold. A small procession accompanied the Nixons to the 
Ambassador Hotel, where the Nixons were assigned a suite on the first 
floor just below the Soviet delegation, headed by the Minister of State 
Farms. After getting settled at the hotel, the Nixons returned to the 
airport to check on the press airplane, which had been delayed. Later in 
the day they attended mass Protestant religious services at the Accra 
Stadium.7 
Monday morning Vice President Nixon met with Prime Minister 
Kwame Nkrumah and was assured that the new country of Ghana would 
never remain neutral in the Cold War. At a news conference at the U.S. 
consulate later, Nixon interpreted this cryptic comment as a plus for 
American diplomacy, but later events were to shed a different light on 
Nkrumah's remarks. The Nixons had lunch with the Finance Minister, 
and spent the afternoon meeting many of the guests who were arriving 
for the independence celebrations. That night they attended a lavish 
state dinner.8 
Tuesday was the climax of the whole tour. The Nixons visited the 
Achimota school in the morning and later drove to Aburi, twenty-four 
miles north of Accra, for a visit with a paramount chief and to observe 
tribal dances. Late that night they attended ceremonies in Accra as the 
Union Jack was lowered in front of Parliament Plouse for the last time 
and the colony of the Gold Coast became the nation of Ghana. Not 
since Liberia had gained its independence a hundred and ten years 
before had a new Negro nation been created. The red, gold and green 
flag of the new nation represented the beginning of a new era in Africa. 
Wednesday morning the Duchess of Kent, Queen Elizabeth's repre- 
sentative, opened the new Ghana National Assembly. Independence 
W.S. News and World Report, March 15, 1957, pp. 78-81; The New York 
Times, March 3, 1957, p. 1; Richmond Times-Dispatch, March 3, 1957,-p. 3. 
IThe New York Times, March 4, 1957, p. 1; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 4, 1957, p. 13, 
ZThe New York Times, March 5, 1957, p. 1; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 5, 1957, p. 11. 
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ceremonies were witnessed by the Nixons and thousands of others on the 
dusty field of Accra Stadium. Afterwards Mr. Nixon chatted again 
with Kwame Nkrumah and told the former Pennsylvania college student 
that the United States was prepared to offer help to Ghana. As a gift 
to the new country from the people of the United States, Mr. Nixon 
presented a two thousand volume technical library, a joint resolution 
on independence from Congress and a Steuben glass cup engraved with 
figures representing the four freedoms. He also extended President 
Eisenhower's congratulations to the leader of the new nation. 
i Several outstanding American blacks were at the independence cere- 
monies as guests of Nkrumah. These were led by Congressman Adam 
Clayton Powell and Martin Luther King. This was the first time Mr. 
: Nixon and the black leader from Alabama met. They talked for some 
time together. Ralph Bunch represented the United Nations at the 
,,5 celebrations.9 
Wednesday night the Nixons attended a formal dinner and ball to 
wind up the independence day program. During the day the Vice 
President had received the gratifying news that the Senate had approved 
Eisenhower's Middle East doctrine by a margin of fifty-three votes.10 
On Thursday the Nixons flew north to Liberia, Africa's oldest black 
republic. The destination was Roberts airfield, first built by the Firestone 
Rubber Company, and later expanded by the United States Air Force 
during World War II. As the Vice President's plane landed, heavy 
- smoke poured from one of the engines, which almost caught fire. But 
an accident was avoided, and as the Nixons stepped onto the runway, 
they were greeted by Vice President William R. Tolbert Jr. of Liberia. 
In spite of the ninety degree heat and the sticky humidity, the reception 
was a formal affair. The men were dressed in top hats, cutaways and 
striped trousers. 
An air-conditioned Cadillac took the Nixons on the fifty-five mile trip 
to Monrovia. The air-conditioner quickly broke down and Nixon's 
starched collar began to melt, but the Vice President seemed determined 
to ignore the problems. Six times he had the chauffeur stop in villages 
so that he could shake hands with surprised citizens. When finally the 
procession reached Monrovia, the visitors were greeted by fifty thousand 
'Hi 
5; c 
■i; 
9The New York Times, March 5, 1957, p. 1, March 6, p. 1; Richmond Times- 
Dispatch, March 6, 1957, p. 15. 
WThe New York Times March 7, 1957, p. 9; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 7, 1057, p. 16. 
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cheering people. The cars finally pulled up the Executive Mansion drive 
at 4:30 p.m. There President William Vacanarat Shadrach Tubmanj 
President of Liberia since 1944, greeted his guests. The Americans were 
given a short time to rest before a banquet, and afterwards the President 
and Mr. Nixon talked about United States-Liberian relations.11 
On Friday, the eighth, the Nixons traveled under a hot African sun 
through the swirling red dust clouds of Liberia's roads on a tour of the 
back-country. At one place Nixon was appointed an honorary para- 
mount chief of all the Liberian tribes, with the right to acquire as many 
wives as he wanted. In the Bomi hills, sixty miles from Monrovia, the 
Americans inspected the iron-ore works of the Liberian Mining Com- 
pany, a branch of the Republic Steel Corporation of the United States, 
and Nixon proudly cited the project as an example of how American 
private industry was willing to help Africans develop their resources. 
After returning to the capital, there were further talks with government 
officials. Everywhere the Vice President went there were crowds and 
hands to shake. Before the day ended there was a tour of Liberia Uni- 
versity and an address to 500 students in the University auditorium.12 
On Saturday, the Nixons presented two Coast Guard cutters to the 
Liberian Navy, increasing the Liberian official fleet to three by some 
accounts. During the day the Nixons paid a visit to the Firestone Tire 
and Rubber Company plantation. Late in the afternoon the Nixons said 
their good-byes and returned to Roberts Field. A new engine for their 
plane had been flown in from West Germany while the Nixons were 
visiting Liberia, and soon the forests of Liberia dropped away below as 
the planes started the twelve hour flight to the capital of Uganda, only 
non-independent area on the itinerary. 
Shortly before the Americans left Liberia, President Tubman an- 
nounced that he would not accept an invitation to visit Russia and that 
the future of Liberia lay with the free enterprise countries. America's 
oldest friend in Africa meant to continue her alliance. Later, in Uganda, 
Nixon responded to Tubman's display of friendship by saying that 
American prestige was at stake in Liberia and that the United States 
must increase its aid to that country.13 
uThe New York Times, March 9, 1957, p. 4; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 9, 1957, p. 9. 
V-The New York Times, March 9, 1957, p. 4; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 9, 1957, p. 9. 
Wf he New York Times, March 10, 1957, p. 3; March U, p..-& . I 
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The Americans arrived in Entebbe, Uganda, early Sunday morning 
and were greeted at the airfield by British Governor Sir Frederick Craw- 
ford and Buganda Prime Minister, Michael Kintu. On the veranda of 
Government House, Nixon issued his statement to the press on the need 
of aid to Liberia. He also said that Russian oppression of the Hun- 
garians had resulted in a great set-back for the Communists in Africa. 
During the afternoon Governor Crawford took his guests on a fifty mile 
ride to see the hydroelectric project at Owen Falls. The reception in 
Uganda was polite, but unenthusiastic. Few black leaders saw the Vice 
President. All contacts were arranged by the British Governor.14 
The trip from Uganda to Ethiopia Monday afternoon was made in a 
DC-4, because the larger DC-6B, which had been used until then, could 
not land on the runways at Addis Ababa. At the end of the four hour 
flight from Entebbe, Richard M. Nixon stepped from his plane, fitted out 
m top hat and striped pants, to be greeted by Crown Prince Merid 
Azmatch Asfa-Wossen, eldest son of the Emperor. In spite of a heavy 
squall of rain, a guard of honor was reviewed and the Vice President 
made a brief statement. Nixon was soaked, but his spirits seemed high as 
he waved at the people lined along the route into the city. Later the 
Nixons were received in the throne-room of the Imperial Palace, and 
the press reported that the Vice President looked tired.15 
Ethiopia was an important ally of the United States. During the 
fiscal year, 1957, Ethiopia would receive eight million dollars in economic 
and technical aid and five million in military assistance. Ethiopia had 
furnished help in the Korean war and needed protection from the Arab 
nations which surrounded her. Tuesday, March 12, was a busy day as 
Nixon did what he could to strengthen the alliance. During the day, the 
Vice President toured the capital city, laid a wreath on the memorial 
to Ethiopian soldiers of the Korean war, visited some schools, conferred 
with the Emperor and members of his Cabinet, attended an official 
dinner and held a press conference. 
In his conference with Haile Selassie, Vice President Nixon asked 
about turning Massaua airbase in Eritrea into a modern base which 
could be used by the United States as a communications and anchorage 
facility on the Red Sea, a short distance from the strategic Suez Canal 
and Gulf of Aqaba. Military aid, economic assistance, the Suez Canal, 
ttTTie New York Times, March 11, 1957, p. 6; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 11, 1957, p. 16. 
1577ie New York Times, March 12, 1957, p. 10; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 12, 1957, p. 10.   
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disputed boundaries, Nile development and the Cold War were all 
discussed.16 
On the thirteenth the tour flew to Khartoum. Here the greeting was 
cool. During the morning Sudanese Communists had distributed leaflets 
saying, "Get out of our country, Nixon!" It was reported that Colonel 
Nasser was decidedly upset by the reports of Nixon's friendly reception 
in Africa, and his radio was busy charging that the United States was 
an accomplice of the allies in the invasion of Egypt the previous Oc- 
tober. Independent a brief fifteen months, Sudan was anxious not to 
offend her powerful northern neighbor; but Sudan was poor and the 
United States wealthy, so Prime Minister Abdullah Khalil was waiting 
in the 95 degree heat of the Khartoum airport when the Nixons de- 
scended from their airship. Of all leaders in the Sudan, Abdullah 
Khalil was most friendly to the west and most cautious about Nasser.17 
En route to the Palace from the airport, Nixon followed his usual 
practice, stopping in the marketplace to shake hands with surprised 
people who probably had no idea who he was. In his talks with the 
Prime Minister, Nixon wanted to get support for Eisenhower's Middle 
East doctrine. Abdullah Khalil was more interested in aid. Little of 
substance was accomplished. The following morning the Nixons left 
Khartoum, again in the DG-6B, which had come direct from Uganda. 
An hour and a half over the desert the plane developed engine trouble 
and was forced to return to Khartoum. This delay forced the cancella- 
tion of a luncheon engagement with King Idris of Libya in Tobruk, 
but gave the Nixons a chance to visit several hours at the home of 
the Sudanese Prime Minister, where the Vice President entertained 
those present by playing the piano. In three hours the trusty DG-4 was 
serviced and the flight across the desert began again. 
The flight from Khartoum to Wheelus Field, the important United 
States base near Tripoli, took nine long hours. When the passengers 
finally alighted, they were weak from fatigue. There was a brief greeting 
from the Prime Minister, a review of an honor guard and a message 
was radioed to the King expressing regret for the missed luncheon. 
Then the exhausted Nixons went directly to bed.18 
1
^U.S. News and World Report, March 22, 1957, pp. 76-80; Newsweek, 
March 25, 1957, p. 52; The New York Times, March 13, 1957, p. 3. 
17Colin Legum (ed.), Africa: A Handbook to the Continent (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), pp. 98-110; Richmond Times-Dispatch, March 14, 
1957, p. 10. 
1877ie New York Times, March 15, 1957, p. 5; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 15, 1957> p. 10. 
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On Friday Prime Minister Mustafa Ben Halim gave a state dinner 
for his visitors. The atmosphere was friendly. In a speech, the Prime 
Minister endorsed the Eisenhower Doctrine and said, "We like the 
American people, abhor international communism—-it is contrary to the 
principles of our faith. We are aware that communism, with the Ameri- 
can people as with us, is Public Enemy number one, and that all mea- 
sures possible should be taken to counter it." This was the kind of talk 
Richard Nixon liked to hear, but Mustafa Ben Halim went on to 
criticize the Truman Administration for its role in establishing Israel 
and urged United States aid for the settlement of the Palestine refugee 
problem. He ended by expressing support for the Algerian rebels in their 
struggle for independence. On the Algerian problem Nixon answered 
that "all peoples have the right to have their national independence." 
But the Vice President was caught in a dangerous corner. He had to be 
careful not to needlessly antagonize France and Israel. The strain 
of the tour was beginning to tell. Peter Lisagor, one of the reporters, 
wrote from Tripoli, "Everybody else on this trip is wilted, a little baggy 
around the eyes and gray from fatigue. But Mrs. Nixon remains as 
crisp and unrumpled as a fashion magazine model." 19 
Libya understood the importance of the United States to its well- 
being. American technicians were on the brink of important petroleum 
discoveries. Libyans appreciated the role the British and Americans had 
played in gaining their independence and in giving financial aid to the 
new nation. In fiscal 1957, the Americans gave Libya nine million 
dollars in economic and technical aid, two million in military aid and 
paid over four million for the use of Wheelus Field. This didn't count 
the interests of private American enterprise. Libya had a reason to want 
to hold the West and the Arabs together. 
From Tripoli the Nixons' repaired DC-6B flew northward early 
Saturday, the sixteenth. They landed at Ciampino at nine that morning 
and were welcomed to Italy by Premier Antonio Segni. Later in the day 
Mr. Nixon discussed economic and political affairs with President Giovani 
Gronchi and other government officials. The second day in Rome was 
Sunday, St. Patrick's Day. During the morning the Nixons had an 
audience with Pope Pius XH, in which the problems of Africa and 
Asia were discussed. That evening the newsmen gave Pat Nixon a party 
for her forty-fourth birthday at the Grand Hotel.20 
^The New York Times, March 16, 1957, p. 3; Peter Lisagor in Richmond 
Times-Dispatch, March 17, 1957, p. 1. 
wThe New York Times, March 17, 1957, p. 3, March 18, p. 1; Richmond 
Times-Dispatch, March 18, 1957, p. 13. 
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A quarter of a million Tunisians waited for the Nixons after their 
ninety minute flight from Rome on Monday. Premier Habib Bourguiba 
greeted the Americans at the airport and Nixon and Bourguiba rode 
into Tunis through lines of madly cheering citizens. After a tour of the 
city, standing in an open car, the Vice President and Premier paid 
their respects to the Bey at the Royal Palace. Most of the day was 
spent in discussing Arab and aid problems. Nixon is reported to have 
made it clear that the United States had no desire to supplant France 
as Tunisia's main source of economic aid, but that Americans would 
give what help they could. The warm and enthusiastic reception of the 
American delegates to the Tunisian celebration of their first year of inde- 
pendence was in sharp contrast to the ceremony surrounding the ar- 
rival of the Soviet and Egyptian delegations, which passed virtually un- 
noticed. The Nixons were housed at the Dar es Saada Palace, usually 
reserved for heads of state.21 
As Tunisia prepared to celebrate the first anniversary of its inde- 
pendence, its leaders were determined to use the occasion to advance 
the cause of their neighbors to the west. Tunis was filled with intrigue 
and sympathy for the Algerian insurgents. Crowds in the streets waved 
Algerian flags. The official radio had interpreted Richard Nixon's com- 
ments on freedom in Tripoli a few days before as favorable to Algeria, 
and an energetic campaign was conducted to enlist American sympathies. 
Bourguiba urged Nixon to make clear to France the danger of continued 
opposition to Algerian independence. In the lobby of the U.S. Informa- 
tion Library a woman grasped Nixon firmly and cried shrilly in French, 
"Save Algeria! Be humane! Algerians will fight to the death for liberty! 
End the war!" 
The French were obviously not pleased by what they took to be an 
intrusion into their affairs. Representatives form the French Embassy 
did not accompany their colleagues to the airport reception for the 
Americans. Later the French Ambassador sent a note of apology, but 
this accentuated the coolness. Tuesday night the French boycotted a 
banquet and theater gala because Algerian nationalist leaders were 
present. Nixon attended. In spite of Bourguiba's endorsement of Eisen- 
hower's Middle East policy to newsmen during the afternoon, Nixon 
remained silent on Algeria.22 
2177ie New Tork Times, March 19, 1957, p. 3; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 19, 1957, p. 9. 
MThe New Tork Times, March 20, 1957, p. 1; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 20, 1957, p. 19. 
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The French were angry at the open anti-French atmosphere of Tunis, 
the Algerian flags, the hostile crowds. Franscois Mitterrand, the official 
French delegate to the anniversary ceremonieSj was especially upset by 
the presence in Tunis of Ferhat Abbas and Lamine Debbaghine, repre- 
senting the Algerian National Liberation Front. Mitterrand threatened 
to go home if either of the rebels was allowed an official place in the 
reviewing stands for the main celebration on March 20. 
On Independence Day the Nixons sat in the place of honor to the 
right of Premier Bourguiba in the municipal stadium. Mitterrand also 
sat in the front section near Bourguiba. The Algerians sat several rows 
behind the main guests. During Bourguiba's address, the Premier called 
for a "just and equitable solution of the Algerian problem." Mitterrand 
used this and the open demonstration of sympathy for the Algerians as 
justification for cutting his visit to Tunis short. Before the French 
Minister of Justice left Tunis, however, he stopped by the U.S. Embassy 
and Mitterrand and Nixon spent twenty minutes in conference. Nixon 
stated during the meeting that he hoped the Algerian conflict could 
be settled without further use of force.23 
Tunisia's first Independence Day ended, and with it the Nixons' 
African odyssey came to a close. The Americans left Tunis at seven 
that evening (1:00 p.m. E.S.T.) The flight from Tunis to Washington, 
with a brief refueling stop in the Azores, took twenty-three hours. The 
Vice President's mother and his children, eleven year old Patricia and 
eight year old Julie, were at the Military Air Transport Service Terminal 
at National Airport to welcome them home when the Nixons landed in 
Washington the next afternoon. The children brought welcomed news to 
their parents that while they had been in Africa friends had moved their 
belongings into their new home. But the trip had taken its toll on Mr. 
Nixon. Shortly after an inspection of his new abode, he had to check into 
Walter Reed Army Hospital for treatment of the cold which had plagued 
him for the whole three weeks of the African trip.24 
Thomas F. Brady covered the African tour for The New York Times. 
Near the end of the trip he cabled a report to his home office: ". . . he is 
achieving highly desirable results for the United States. In Africa his 
popularity is American popularity and he is winning friends for the 
United States. Perhaps more important he is convincing Africans that 
2377ie New York Times, March 21, 1957, p. 15; Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
March 21, 1957, p. 9, 
uThe New York Times, March 22, 1957, p. 1. 
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the United States has begun to take a new interest in them which the 
projected creation of a State Department Africa Bureau to be headed 
by a new assistant secretary has already indicated." Newsweek, never 
friendly to Nixon, reported: "Vice President Richard M. Nixon's good- 
will tour of Africa added up to a diplomatic and personal triumph." ^ 
In the final report to the President, Mr. Nix-on stated that he felt 
United States prestige was high in Africa and that Africans approved 
American actions in the Suez crisis. He warned that racial discrimina- 
tion in America was closely watched by Africans and that it was impor- 
tant Africans see American making real progress in the fight for racial 
harmony. He called for closer ties with African leaders, encouragement 
for the investment of private capital in Africa to aid economic develop- 
ment and the extension of economic and technical assistance. He cau- 
tioned against shotgun, inefficient programs of aid, and suggested that 
economic assistance should be planned in cooperation with other Free 
World nations. Mr. Nixon recommended an increase in diplomatic and 
consular missions, more funds for libraries and exchange of persons 
programs, improvement of news services and programs of the United 
States Information Agency in Africa, and finally, he endorsed the crea- 
tion of a Bureau of African Affairs in the State Department. Rupert 
Emerson, in his Africa and United States Policy, rightfully says that 
Nixon's report symbolically marks a turning point for the United 
States in her relations with Africa.26 
Mr. Nixon went to Africa in a period of rising expectations. In 
March, 1957, when he returned home, there were nine independent 
nations on the continent. Four of these were hardly a year old. More 
than thirty new countries would gain their freedom in the eleven years 
before another American Vice President would visit Africa. Hopes were 
high for the magic benefits that freedom was supposed to bring. During 
that decade following the Nixon visit the developed nations were to 
pour billions of aid into the new countries. United States Secretary of 
State Dean Rusk reported in 1964 that: "On a per capita basis Africans 
get a larger share of the combined economic assistance of the United 
States and Europe than any other area of the world. In fact, Africa's 
per capita share is almost double the world average." 27 
KThe New York Times, Review of the Week, March 17, 1957, Section 4, 
p. 4E; Newsweek, March 18, 1957, p. 58, 
^Department of State Bulletin April 22, 1957, pp. 635-640; Emerson, op. cit., 
p. 26. 
WDepartment of State Bulletin, October 12, 1964, p. 500. 
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Freedom and massive foreign aid, however, did not bring the millen- 
nium; and bitterness and disillusionment began to replace the high ex- 
pectations of the fifties. Vice President Hubert Humphrey came to a 
different continent in January, 1968, from that which Richard Nixon 
left in March of 1957. But in 1968 there was a ray of hope. Nixon 
and Humphrey visited three countries in common, Liberia, Ethiopia and 
Tunisia. These three countries were close friends of the United States in 
1957, and they remained America's closest allies in Africa in 1968. 
muwmnm 
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THE ROLE OF PLATON KARATAEV 
IN IVAR AND PEACE 
by Elizabeth B. Neatrour 
Although Platon Karatev's appearance on the vast stage of War and 
Peace is relegated to seven short chapters in the fourth volume,1 to 
Pierre's thoughts about him in four other chapters, and to two brief 
allusions in the First Epilogue, he has stimulated more controversy than 
any other character who occupies such a small part of the narrative. 
D. S. Mirsky calls him a "conceivable stricture" on the novel,2 but 
James Farrell considers him to be the "real hero" of the work, a 
"personification of humanity." 3 A brief examination of the widely di- 
vergent judgments of critics both in the West and in the Soviet Union 
will suggest the ambivalence of this peasant soldier who has been labelled 
a myth, an abstraction, an exaggeration, an idealized peasant, an embodi- 
ment of the wisdom of the Russian people, and a simple-minded creature. 
Western and Soviet critics largely agree that Karataev's main role in the 
novel is a didactic one, but the focus of their comments differs. 
Whereas Soviet critics evaluate Karataev as a representative of the 
peasant class, the following remarks by some of their Western counter- 
parts show a tendency to examine him in relation to other characters in 
War and Peace and to Tolstoy's philosophy. Admitting that he is a weak 
character, Slonim, nevertheless, considers him to be the central figure of 
the novel from a "moral point of view." 4 Steiner maintains that Platon 
Karataev and his effect on Pierre are "motifs of a 'Dostoevskyan' 
character" and that "they lie on the limits of Tolstoy's domain."5 
Lavrin sees the "Karataev element" and the "Bolkonsky element" as two 
facets of Tolstoy's own being: the former represents his penchant for 
"that warm and vegetative happiness which is inaccessible to an isolated 
individual," and the latter stands for "the proud and very self-conscious 
'The standard and most widely used Russian text of War and Peace, volume 
XII of the ninety-volume Jubilee Edition of Tolstoy's complete works (L. N. 
Tolstoi, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, iubileinoe izdanie v 90 tomakh, Moscow, 
1928-1958) divides the novel into volumes, parts, and chapters. One standard 
English edition, the translation by Louise and Aylmer Maude, divides the novel 
into books and chapters. 
2D. S. Mirsky, A History of Russian Literature (New York, 1958), p. 261. 
3James T, Farrell, Literature and Morality (New York, 1947), p. 64. 
4Marc Slonim, The Epic of Russian Literature (New York, 1950), p. 324. 
5George Steiner, Tolstoy or Dostoevsky (New York, 1959), p. 257. 
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personality." 6 Declaring that Tolstoy exaggerates in glorifying the simple 
mind of Karataev, Vogiie deplores this "paysan a Tame obscure, a peine 
pensante" who became "I'ideal de presque toute la litterature contem- 
poraine en Russie." 7 
For the most part, Soviet critics contend that in the figure of Platon 
Karataev Tolstoy idealized the passivity and backwardness of the peas- 
antry. According to Bychkov, "In the image of Platon Karataev Tolstoy 
idealized the characteristics of the naive patriarchal peasantry, its back- 
wardness, and its ignorance of politics, its fruitless dreaminess, its gentle- 
ness and willingness to forgive." 8 In general, Soviet critics reject Kara- 
taev's passive acceptance of his fate and his failure to try to improve 
the conditions of his class. Declaring that from an objective point of view 
Karataevism is a vice, Borisova observes that Tolstoy makes it appear to 
be a virtue: "Tolstoy's mistake is not that he depicted Karataev but 
that he exalted him." 9 Gusev points out that, like all Tolstoy's positive 
peasant figures, Karataev is endowed with a love and facility for work 
and a hardy endurance but that the "ideal peasant partisan" in War and 
Peace is Tikhon Shcherbatyi.10 In Gorky's works there are many refer- 
ences to Platon Karataev. In one passage Gorky calls him an abstrac- 
tion;11 in another, he asserts that if Tolstoy had truly known the life of 
peasants, he would have portrayed Karataev differently.12 Ptichnikova 
contends that Tolstoy gave a very "one-sided understanding" and ten- 
dentious portrait of the Russian peasant,13 but Leusheva sees in him the 
traits of a live peasant.14 Motyleva charges that as a soldier Platon 
Karataev is a contradiction of historical truth: "The army—composed 
SJanko Lavrin, Tolstoy, An Approach (New York, 1946), p. 72. 
TE. M. de Vogiie, Le Roman russe (Paris, 1897), pp. 311-312. 
8S. P. Bychkov, "Roman 'Voina i mir', L. N. Tolstoi, Sbornik statei, ed. D. D. 
Blagoi (Moscow, 1955), p. 183. 
9I. Borisova, "Narodnye stseny v 'Voine i mire'," Voprosy literatury (March, 
1960), pp. 188-189. 
10N. N. Gusev, Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoi, Materialy 1855-1869 (Moscow, 1957), 
11, 787. 
"M. Gor'kii, Sobranie sochinenii v tridtsati tomakh (Moscow, 1949), XXIV, 
470. 
^Gor'kii, XXV, 245. 
18E. M. Ptichnikova, "Nekotorye nabliudeniia nad priemami sozdaniia obrazov 
v romane L. N. Tolstogo 'Voina i mir'," Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoi, Sbornik statei 
o tvorchestve, pp. 58-59. 
^S. I. Leusheva, Roman L. N. Tolstogo Voina i mir (Moscow, 1957), p. 166. 
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of similar little, gentle people—could not have conquered enemies, and 
of course could not have destroyed Napoleon." 15 
These provocative statements gave impetus to the present study which 
attempts to re-examine the role of this peasant-soldier in the structure 
and aesthetic effect of JVar and Peace to determine how his characteriza- 
tion could stimulate such diverse opinions. 
Tolstoy introduces Platon Karataev into the novel at a crucial moment 
in Pierre's development and at a point of heightened dramatic tension 
for the reader. After enduring the hardships of being imprisoned and 
questioned extensively by the French for eight painful days and re- 
maining ignorant of the fate that his captors have in store for him, 
Pierre witnesses the violence and horrors of an execution. He sees five 
of his fellow prisoners massacred. Watching this scene stuns Pierre and 
shatters his whole world. 
From the moment Pierre had witnessed those terrible mur- 
ders ... it was as if the mainspring of his life . . . had suddenly 
been wrenched out and everything had collapsed into a heap of 
meaningless rubbish. Though he did not acknowledge it to him- 
self, his faith in the right ordering of the universe, in humanity, 
in his own soul, and in God, had been destroyed.16 
Having justified Platon's raison d'etre with the words that Pierre felt 
"it was not in his power to regain faith in the meaning of life" [WP, 
1072; PSS, 44), Tolstoy deftly sets the stage for the first encounter 
between the broken man and his savior in the darkness of a crude shed 
crowded with prisoners. Instead of introducing Platon as he does many 
other characters by letting them speak or by describing a characteristic 
movement or physical feature, Tolstoy makes Pierre aware of the peas- 
ant's presence "by a strong smell of perspiration" [WP, 1073; PSS, 44). 
The peasant's gentle words, his compassionate tone, and his gift of a 
baked potato arouse Pierre from a state of silent stunned horror. For 
the first time, Pierre speaks of the terrible scene which he has witnessed. 
He asks Karataev, ". . . but why did they shoot those poor fellows?" 
{WP, 1074; PSS, 46). Although the peasant does not answer this ques- 
13T. Motyleva, "Printsipy izobrazheniia cheloveka v tvorchestve L. N. Tolstogo," 
Oktiabr1, No. 19 (September, 1953), p. 164. 
l^War and Peace, trans, Louise and Aylmer Maude, Norton Critical Edition, 
(New York, 1966), p. 1072; L. N. Tolstoi, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, iubileinoe 
izdanie v 90 tomakh (Moscow, 1955), XII, 44. Henceforth, these editions will be 
abbreviated as WP and PSS, respectively, and page references will be given in ■parentheses. 
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tion, muttering only "Ah, what a sin" (IVP, 1074; PSS, 46), the plati- 
tudes which he utters seem to console Pierre. In the ensuing dialogue, 
Karataev does most of the talking, reciting popular sayings such as "the 
maggot gnaws the cabbage, yet dies first" (IPP, 1074; PSS, 46) and 
relating stories of how he came to be in the army, and how he was 
captured by the French. Pierre speaks only to answer Karataev's ques- 
tions or to ask the peasant to repeat what he has said. This one-sided 
dialogue represents the sole "major" conversation which Tolstoy depicts 
between Pierre and Karataev. The author concludes the first meeting 
with the peasant's prayer, "That's the way. Lay me down like a stone, 
O God, and raise me up like a loaf" {WP, 1076; PSS, 48), and with an 
affirmation that Pierre's regeneration had begun, "and he felt that the 
world that had been shattered was once more stirring in his soul with a 
new beauty and on new and unshakable foundations" {WP, 1076; 
PSS, 48). Thus, in a remarkably short time, the little peasant exerts a 
powerful influence on Pierre. 
Although hints at Platon's special significance for Pierre are evident in 
the brief introductory scene, Tolstoy refrains from commenting on the 
meaning of this figure but uses the peasant's words and movements to 
create an effect on the reader and on Pierre. In the beginning of the 
second scene, the author makes an overt pronouncement that Karataev 
remained in Pierre's mind "a most vivid and precious memory and the 
personification of everything Russian, kindly, and round" {WP, 1076; 
PSS, 48). In the next sentence Tolstoy continues the motif of roundness 
which he introduced in the first scene referring to Platon's movements: 
When Pierre saw his neighbor next morning at dawn the first 
impression of him, as of something round, was fully confirmed: 
Platon's whole figure—in a French overcoat girdled with a cord, 
a soldier's cap, and bast shoes—was round. His head was quite 
round, his back, chest, shoulders, and even his arms, which he 
held as if ever ready to embrace something, were rounded, his 
pleasant smile and his large, gentle brown eyes were also round. 
{WP, 1076-1077; PSS, 48) 
Elaborating further on the virtues suggested by roundness, he attributes 
to Karataev a physique which gives the impression of "suppleness .and 
especially of firmness and endurance," a face which has "an. expression 
of innocence and. youth," and a manner of speaking which is direct and 
appropriate {WP, 1077; PSS, 49). Furthermore, Tolstoy describes the 
peasant's adeptness in a variety of practical skills, his penchant for work, 
and his love for singing and conversations, pleasures which he reserves for 
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free time in the evening. These characteristics form a warm but rather 
indistinct portrait in which no feature emerges more sharply than others; 
the entire description develops the motif of roundness with its general 
implications of goodness and harmony. The author sustains this aura 
of vague goodness in describing Karataev's relations with others. Although 
he has no special feelings for any particular person, he loves all his fellow 
men equally well. Later in the same chapter Tolstoy repeats the motif 
of roundness and reiterates that "to Pierre he always remained what he 
had seemed that first night: an unfathomable, rounded, eternal personifi- 
cation of the spirit of simplicity and truth" (IVP, 1078; PSS, 50). This 
sentence represents an important key to Tolstoy's portrayal of Platon 
because he depicts the peasant largely from Pierre's point of view. 
Moreover, the motif of roundness and the name of Platon suggest the 
idealization that is inherent in Pierre's attitude toward Karataev. At 
the same time that Tolstoy imbues the peasant soldier wih a special 
power for Pierre, he affirms that the other soldiers considered the peasant 
to be "a most ordinary soldier" {WP, 1078; PSS, 50). Thus, the author 
reminds us that Pierre's mental state transforms the peasant into a per- 
sonification of all that is good. 
When Tolstoy brings Platon back on the stage of the novel, he does 
not return to the expository development of the peasant as a "per- 
sonification of the spirit of simplicty and truth," to the motif of round- 
ness, or to a narrative account of his traits. Instead, he uses dialogue and 
limited action to depict the character, thus creating a type of animation 
which contrasts with the legendary quality of the first encounter. This 
scene involves Platon, a Frenchman for whom he has made a shirt, and 
Pierre, who is observing the transaction between the first two. For the 
second time, the author records Karataev's direct speech to Pierre, but the 
nature of these remarks relating to Platon's skills is quite different from 
their first conversation. This time Pierre merely acts an an interpreter 
for the Frenchman; there is none of the implied intimacy of the first 
meeting. Written in an expository form without dialogue, the following 
chapter marks the apogee of the Pierre-Karataev sequence because it 
describes the changes that Pierre has undergone after meeting Platon. 
The remaining scenes in the Karataev episode deal with the prisoners' 
departure from. Moscow, rhe'peasant's falling ill with fever, an evaluation 
of Pierre's new understanding of happiness, Karataev's story about an 
innocent man who dies a prisoner in Siberia shortly before the tsar's 
pardon arrives, and finally the peasant's own quiet death at the hands 
of the French. In these scenes Tolstoy depicts Pierre's deliberate avoid- 
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ance of Karataev as the old peasant's condition grows worse. The third 
and last conversation between the two which the author relates consists 
only of Pierre's inquiry, "Well, how are you," and the peasant's reply, 
"How am I? If we grumble at sickness, God won't grant us death" 
{WP, 1178; PSS, 154). Their silent, final encounter just before Karataev's 
death returns to the motif of roundness and to Pierre's unwillingness to 
witness the old man's death. Tolstoy aptly depicts Pierre's reluctance to 
accept the peasant's death. Although Pierre hears the shot, he immedi- 
ately turns his thoughts toward Smolensk: 
From behind, where Karataev had been sitting, came the sound 
of a shot. Pierre heard it plainly, but at that moment he re- 
membered that he had not yet finished reckoning up how many 
stages still remained to Smolensk—a calculation he had begun 
before the marshal went by. (WP, 1180; PSS, 157) 
Thus, Karataev enters and leaves the story while Pierre is in a dream 
state. 
The other references to Karataev in the novel are in the form of 
Pierre's dream linking the peasant, life, and God together, and recol- 
lections by Pierre, Natasha, and young Nikolai Bolkonskii. Each one re- 
iterates the idea that there is no one whom Pierre regards more highly 
than Karataev. 
The scenes in which Karataev appears are interspersed into the gen- 
eral panorama of the novel. Viewed as a whole, these scenes reveal a 
striking parallelism in structure. They occur in Volume IV, Part I, 
Chapters xii and xiii; Part II, xi and xii; and Part III, xii, xiii, and 
xiv.17 Another structural feature is that in Parts I and II there is an 
alternation of a chapter of dialogue-narration followed by one of exposi- 
tion. In the Karataev-Pierre episode, as at other points in the novel, 
Tolstoy departs from a strict chronological time sequence by having 
Pierre rescued by Denisov and Dolokhov before the peasant dies. 
Certainly the most important aspect of Karataev's role in the novel is 
that of a catalyst for Pierre's spiritual regeneration. Detached from 
Pierre, Karataev would be a misfit in the novel; without Karataev, 
Pierre's transformation would seem less satisfactory. It is important to 
note that the peasant does not appear in All's Well That Ends Well, the 
first extant draft of War and Peace; Pierre's spiritual revival takes place 
without him.18 That Tolstoy added Karataev to the novel in order to 
VPSS, XII. 
18R. F. Christian, Tolstois War and Peace, A Study (Oxford, 1962), p. 44. 
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provide Pierre with a convincing external motivating force and a good 
example for moral renewal seems obvious. He could have contrived no 
better antidote to Pierre's plan to assassinate Napoleon than the gentle, 
noble, long-suffering but happy Platon. 
Before meeting the peasant, Pierre seeks happiness or peace of mind 
in riotous living, marriage, philanthropy, efforts to improve his serfs' 
conditions, and his experiences in Freemasonry. All of these endeavors 
and projects bring him only disillusionment and despair. However, 
through Karataev, Pierre experiences a moral rebirth and finds renewed 
faith in life, hope for the future, and inner freedom. 
What Pierre sees in this simple peasant is important for an under- 
standing of the moral teachings which Tolstoy conveys through Karataev. 
First, Pierre observes in the peasant a cheerful acceptance of his lot in 
life. Instead of bemoaning the fact that he was sent to serve in the army 
for a period of twenty-five years or longer, a fate considered worse than 
death by most peasants, Karataev calls this terrible stroke of destiny a 
"blessing." In his usual aphoristic manner of speaking he tells Pierre: 
"But we are always judging, 'that's not well—that's not right!' Our luck 
is like water in a dragnet; you pull at it and it bulges, but when you've 
drawn it out it's empty! Thats how it is" {WP, 1076,- PSS, 47). Another 
time he declares that "things happen not as we plan but as God judges" 
{WP, 1074; PSS, 46). Although these folk sayings are imbued with 
fatalistic overtones, they take on a note of optimism when Karataev 
pronounces them. Moreover, even though the peasant cannot understand 
the meaning of words apart from their context, he possesses a kind of 
primitive folk wisdom. Embodying a spirit of love, gentleness, and hu- 
mility, Karataev lives on friendly terms with all God's creatures, but he 
has no tight bonds with anyone. In spite of the fact that he has experi- 
enced greater constraint in life than most other people, Platon, a 
prisoner, enjoys a sense of freedom which Pierre calls "inner harmony." 
Karataev's way of looking at his life not as a separate entity but "as a 
part of a whole of which he was always conscious" (WP, 1079; PSS, 51) 
suggests to Pierre both a sense of harmony with the universe and an 
affirmation of the continuous process of life itself. This discovery leads 
the aristocrat Pierre to experience a feeling of communion with all of 
nature: "And all that is me, all that is within me, and it is all I!" 
(WP, 1130; PSS, 106).19 Pierre's dream after Karataev's death linking 
u 
19Pierre's experience recalls Olenin's pantheistic assertion in a forest scene in 
^The Cossacks": "Happiness is being with nature, seeing her, and conversing with 
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the peasant, life, and God together substantiates further the positive, 
life-affirming meaning which the peasant has for the aristocrat. 
Perhaps the most difficult lesson which Pierre learns to accept concerns 
death. Even though he claims to have learned from Karataev that there 
is nothing in the world to fear, Pierre dreads the peasant's approaching 
death. Because he considers Karataev to be a "personification of the 
spirit of simplicity and truth" {WP, 1078; PSS, 50), he refuses at first 
to associate any signs of weakness, including bodily infirmity, with the 
old peasant. He does not want to be near the sick man; and although 
he hears the shot which killed Karataev, he tries to ignore its meaning. 
A short time afterwards when he recalls the shot and the dog's howl and 
is on the point of acknowledging Karataev's death, an image of a 
Polish lady drives the unpleasant truth away. However, Pierre's refusal 
to recognize the peasant's death is only temporary; after his rescue he 
recalls the powerful discovery which he made in captivity that "in 
Karataev God was greater, more infinite and unfathomable than in the 
Architect of the Universe recognized by the Freemasons" {WP, 1226; 
PSS, 205). The deceased peasant becomes a kind of moral yardstick for 
Pierre after his marriage to Natasha. When Pierre tells his wife about 
plans for a secret society, she inquires whether Platon Karataev would 
have approved of such a group. Although Pierre detours from the path 
which he believes Karataev would have followed, he does not forget the 
peasant's example. 
Another important aspect of Karataev's role in War and Peace is that 
many of the underlying themes of the novel converge in him. He is a 
synthesis of Tolstoy's philosophy. The limitations of free will and the 
importance of submission to some absolute power, the "superiority of 
service to the group over the purely selfish cultivation of the individual 
personality" (Christian's manner of defining this theme),20 the exalta- 
tion of primitive folk wisdom above an all-exclusive faith in rationalism, 
the superiority of "natural man" to the artifices of society, and the idea 
of family happiness are all reflected in Karataev. His passive and de- 
terministic acceptance of life echoes the concept that Kutuzov embodies 
of man's helplessness to control historical events. Furthermore, the 
peasant exemplifies an elemental submission, which seems profoundly 
religious, to the absolute power of the universe. His humble, unselfish 
service to the group is opposed to the cult of "self." His "intuitive 
20Christian, p. 106. 
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wisdom" 21 emerges superior to the clever wit of Bilibin and Speranskii. 
In his first chat with Pierre, he reaffirms the sacredness of family life, 
thus substantiating the idea that the vital center of society is not the 
individual but the family circle. Karataev's wholesome simplicity and 
naturalness emphasize the false pretense of society. His quiet, unfearful 
acceptance of death as a kind of release—symbolized by the story he 
relates about the innocent prisoner and by his last words to Pierre—- 
is preferable to the irrational fear of death which other characters such 
as Prince Bolkonskii experience. Finally, the tone of optimistic fatalism 
which pervades Karataev's words is also the predominant tone of the 
entire novel. 
Based on loving concern for others, the way of life which Karataev 
represents may be juxtaposed to that which the figure of Napoleon im- 
plies with his cult of self-love. Some critics, such as Farrell22 and 
Ovsianiko-Kulikovskii,23 have exaggerated this contrast. The latter main- 
tains that Napoleon and Karataev are two poles between which all the 
other "heroes" of the novel are divided, and concludes that the ideal 
character is a combination of the self-centeredness and self-love of a 
Napoleon and the self-sacrifice and love for others of a Platon Karataev, 
and that an extreme case of either tendency is dangerous.24 Using his 
classification, we can see that Prince Andrei moves from the Napoleonic 
pole toward that of Karataev when he comes to reject his former ideals 
of social success, fame, and military glory; that after her marriage to 
Nikolai, Princess Mar'ia moves away from the extreme Karataevism 
exemplified in her martyr-like spirit of self-sacrifice for her father; that 
Natasha, Nikolai, and Pierre represent a happy union of both ten- 
dencies; and that Sonia, according to Natasha's final judgment of her as 
a sterile flower" [WP, 1275; PSS, 259) who lacks egoism, illustrates 
some of the dangers of extreme Karataevism. In the category of the Na- 
poleons who are exceedingly self-centered and who lack consideration 
for others belong Heltee Kuragin, her brother Anatole, and Boris 
Drubetskoi. 
Although the abstract passage that Karataev was for Pierre a "per- 
sonification of everything Russian, good, and round" allows for latitude 
in interpretation and encourages symbol hunters, some critics have 
21Isaiah Berlin, The Hedgehog and the Fox (New York, 1957), p;,46. , 
22FarreIl, pp. 185-296. 
iJfP' Ovsianiko-Kulikovskji Istoriia russkoi llteratury xix veka (Moscow, 1923), V, 357-362. 
^Ibid., p. 357.  
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attached a significance to the peasant which is not tenable when viewed 
against the novel as a whole. Maintaining that Karataev is the incarna- 
tion of the Russian people, Farrell calls the peasant the hero of War and 
Peace-5 and considers the novel to be a panegyric to the lower classes. 
However, this contention can not be supported; the novel depicts the life 
of the aristocracy. Tolstoy implies that the common soldiers are more 
important than the leaders in determining the outcome of battles, but 
he does not use any of these men as major figures. Moreover, he does 
not focus on the "soldier aspect" of Karataev; he shows the peasant in 
peaceful conditions, not battle scenes. Even though Tolstoy idealizes 
the peasant, Karataev's function as an impetus to Pierre's spiritual re- 
newal and his limited appearances in the novel do not justify the asser- 
tion that he is the hero. 
In the portrayal of Platon Karataev one can see both artistic merits 
and flaws. First, the author's selection of the name Platon suggests 
idealization and seems appropriate to the figure of the peasant. Second, 
the introductory scene of the Karataev episode provides the reader with 
a dramatic interlude after the tension built up during the executions. 
Third, Tolstoy begins the idealization of Karataev skillfully by describing 
Pierre's attitude toward the peasant. 
Undeniably, there are excesses in Karataev's characterization. One 
result of Tolstoy's endeavor to make the peasant "folksy" is the exorbitant 
number of popular sayings gleaned from Proverbs of the Russian People 
[Poslovitsy russkago naroda) by Dal'.26 A more moderate number of 
these aphorisms would have added enough color to the warm and sym- 
pathetic characterization of the peasant. The overabundance of these 
sayings is one reason that Shklovskii calls Karataev a mythological charac- 
ter, an outgrowth of the interest in folklore of Tolstoy's time.27 The theme 
of rotundity with its implications of idealization is overdone: like the 
symmetrical perfection of a circle, everything about Karataev forms a 
picture of ideal wholeness and goodness. If he had one fault, or if he 
had one emotional problem, the peasant would seem less wooden. 
In spite of these artistic shortcoming, Karataev does not warrant 
Mirsky's strong attack that he "does not fit in," and that he "jars" be- 
cause he has "different dimensions and laws from those of the rest of the 
^Farrell, p. 264. 
26Christian, p. 44. See also Literaturnoe nasledstvo (Moscow, 1961), LXIX, 
Book 1, 570-636. 
2
'V. Shklovskii, "M. I. Kutuzov i Platon Karataev v romane 'Voina i mir'," 
Znamia, No. 5 (1948), p. 144. 
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novel." 28 This unjust accusation should be viewed in light of the func- 
tion that Karataev serves as an inseparable part of the Pierre line. 
Pierre attributes to the peasant intangible traits; he perceives a "mysteri- 
ous meaning" in the story which Karataev relates about the prisoner's 
death and in the happiness which radiates from the face of the story- 
teller. Thus, many of the peasant's abstract qualities are linked to Pierre, 
whose extraordinary naivete provides one justification for the vagueness 
of the Karataev episode. Consequently, in spite of his indistinct rela- 
tionship to Pierre and the folk-tale flavor of his portrait, Karataev does 
fit into the "laws" of War and Peace. 
Much of the controversy which surrounds Karataev concerns his 
portrait as a peasant. Many Soviet critics object to him for the ideologi- 
cal reason that he does not struggle to improve the position of his class. 
Years before the Soviet critics expressed their views the French critic 
Vogiie condemned Karataev's passivity.29 Regardless of whether one 
agrees with the traits which Tolstoy idealized in the peasant, it must be 
admitted that Karataev's portrayal is one-sided. Tolstoy concentrated 
into the peasant only those characteristics which he admired and which 
he would have liked to emulate. 
Although Karataev remains distinct in the wide gallery of Tolstoyan 
characters, he also bears certain resemblances to some of these figures. 
His quiet acceptance of death recalls another peasant, Natal'ia Savishna 
in Childhood. A "child of nature" and a representative of the patriarchal 
masses, he brings to mind the Cossacks. Like Eroshka in "The Cossacks," 
the peasant has a distinctive odor and loves all God's creatures. The 
first idealized peasant which Tolstoy created, Karataev is the prototype 
of the kind, simple, and humble peasant—a recurring figure in the 
writer's later works. The idea of a peasant's regenerative power for an 
aristocrat is repeated in Anna Karenina; at a crucial moment in his 
life, Levin, a nobleman like Pierre, is saved by the wisdom of an illiterate 
peasant. When Fedor tells Levin that a peasant named Platon "lives for 
his soul" and "remembers God," Levin finds an answer to some of the 
questions which were obsessing him and a reason for living.30 In "The 
Death of Ivan H'ych" only the servant Gerasim knows how to mitigate 
the suffering of the dying patient; and in "Alesha Gorshok," a story 
28Mirsky, p. 261. 
29Vogiie, pp. 311-312. 
30L. N. Tolstoy, Anna Karenina, trans. Constance Gamett, ed. Leonard J. Kent 
and Nina Berberova, Modern Library College Edition (New York, 1965), Part 
VIII, chapter xi, p. 827. 
30 neatrour 
published posthumously, a nai've and simple peasant boy—in spite of 
the hard blows of fate—enjoys great inner peace and harmony. 
Though Tolstoy allowed his zeal as a moralist to predominate when 
he created Platon Karataev, the peasant is not an artistic failure. As a 
catalyst to Pierre's regeneration, he fulfills a definite artistic purpose, 
The quintessence of the underlying themes of War and Peace, he is an 
important key to an understanding of Tolstoy's philosophy. Platon 
Karataev may be an exaggerated character; but his excesses are as 
acceptable as Tolstoy's relentless battle against Napoleon, persistent de- 
fense of Kutuzov, or historical digressions. 
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ASPECTS OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE 
MILITANCY IN ENGLAND, 1905-1914 
by 
Sidney Bland 
The first shot in the militant woman suffrage campaign, and "literally 
and truly a shot heard round the world," 1 was fired in England on 
October 10, 1905. Two members of the recently organized Women's 
Social and Political Union (WSPU), Ghristabel Pankhurst and her 
loyal follower, Annie Kenney, interrupted a meeting in Manchester 
where Sir Edward Grey was speaking in support of the by-election can- 
didacy of Winston Churchill (then in his Liberal period). The intruders' 
questions went unanswered, and they were ushered from the hall; outside, 
they started their own meeting, were quickly arrested and subsequently 
sentenced to several days in prison (Christabel's sentence was longer for 
allegedly spitting at a police officer). 
It was quite accidental, but nevertheless of significance, that out of 
this meeting came what was to be the unofficial slogan of the world-wide 
woman suffrage movement, "Votes for Women."2 What was of more 
consequence, however, was the heckling of Pankhurst and Kenney made 
the headlines and broke the British press boycott ("conspiracy of silence") 
on news of woman suffrage. Indeed, "this incident resulted in more 
publicity than a year's peaceful agitation was wont to receive and the 
obvious lesson was learnt; militancy 'paid off.'"3 From this point to 
British involvement in World War I, the actions of the "suffragettes" 
(the name derisively given the English militants as opposed to the con- 
stitutional "suffragists") hastily evolved from passive to active militancy, 
from constitutional and legal to violent measures. 
As in America, suffragists in England tended to be bred, not con- 
verted.4 The head of the English militant dynasty was Richard Pank- 
'Rheta Childe Dorr, "Mrs. Pankhurst: The Personality and Meaning of Eng- 
land's Great Suffrage Leader," Suffragist, November 22, 1913, p. 15. 2The WSPU delegation went to Manchester Free Trade Hall carrying a large 
banner with the words, "Will the Liberal Party Give Votes for Women," but 
because of the location of their gallery seats, were forced to cut their banner to 
display it. See Emraeline Pankhurst, "The Making of a Militant," Good House- 
keeping, March, 1941, p. 300. 
3Constance Rover, Women's Suffrage and Party Politics in Britain, 1866-1914, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1967), pp. 80, 90. 
4Andrew Sinclair, The Emancipation of the American Woman (New York: 
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 284. 
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hurst, an early supporter of woman suffrage and one of the founders of 
the Labour Party. His death propelled his radical widow, Emmeline, and 
two of their daughters, Christabel and Sylvia, into the center of the 
militant suffrage movement. The female Pankhursts5 tried to work for 
woman suffrage within the Labour Party, and had the support of party 
leader, Keir Hardie. However, the latter's failure to deliver the vote led 
to disenchantment, and the Pankhursts registered their disappointment 
by founding the Women's Social and Political Union in 1903. 
The WSPU was not the only militant society in pre-World War I 
England, though its tactics were the most extreme and its activities the 
most publicized. Its objective was the same as that of the so-called con- 
stitutional societies,6 namely, "to secure for women the parliamentary vote 
as it is or may be granted to men." The proposed methods of achieve- 
ment differed drastically, however. Adopting as its own private motto, 
"Deeds, Not Words," the WSPU defined its "action" policy: 
1. Emancipation could only come as a result of a government 
measure. Therefore, everything must be concentrated against 
the government Cabinet Ministers in particular, either to 
force them to bring forward a Bill or else to make it im- 
possible for them to continue in office. 
2. The emancipation of women was the job of women. Men 
could help if they wanted, but that was up to them. And 
whilst the women were winning their rights, they must ab- 
stain from supporting any party, politician, or any cause, 
however worthy, until their questions had been finally settled. 
3. Pledges, promises and petitions were all played out. The time 
had ended for words. Now was the time for deeds, milit.mt 
deeds, such as deputations to Parliament and to Cabinet Min- 
isters, intervening at Cabinet Ministers' meetings demanding 
to know what they would do, campaigning in as many by- 
elections as possible to defeat the government candidate. On 
no consideration were they to support any candidate. 
4. They should conduct the biggest publicity campaign ever 
known, concentrating especially on outdoor work, and make 
5The trio of Emmeline, Christabel, and Sylvia were not infrequently referred 
to as "the shrieking sisterhood" on both sides of the Atlantic as their methods 
became more extreme. See especially "Emmeline, Christabel and Sylvia: The 
Shrieking Sisterhood of Suffragettes," Current Literature, August, 1908, pp. 159- 
162. 
eThe chief constitutional organization was the National Union of Women's 
Suffrage Societies (NUWSS), formed in 1897 under the leadership of Millicent 
Fawcett. See Ray Strachey, Millicent Garrett Fawcett (London: J. Murray, 
Publishers, 1931). 
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it more colourful and more commanding of attention than 
anything ever seen before.7 
An important aspect of this policy was to attack the government at 
by-elections, held at more frequent intervals then than now. At such 
times, as opposed to general elections, efforts could be concentrated on 
one constituency rather than dispersed in many directions. Also typical 
of attacks on the government was the heckling of Cabinet Ministers. 
Practically all the ministers of both Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, 
Prime Minister until 1908 and supporter of woman suffrage, and his 
successor, H. H. Asquith (later Lord Oxford), an unrelenting opponent 
of the women, were subject to attack at one time or another.8 Campbell- 
Bannerman himself, in his first speech as Prime Minister in Royal Albert 
Hall in December, 1905, was challenged with banners dropped by Annie 
Kenney and Teresa Billington, demonstrating for all Britain that the 
militant success of two months earlier would be pursued.9 
Processions to Parliament were a regular feature of WSPU activities. 
The first of some fourteen so-called "raids" was led by Mrs. Pankhurst 
following a Gaxton Hall meeting in early 1906.10 Typical of the pattern 
of these raids was the holding of a "Women's Parliament" (generally at 
the large and available Caxton Hall) and a subsequent procession to 
the Houses of Parliament with an attempt (always unsuccessful) to de- 
liver a petition in person to the Prime Minister. Clashes with police and 
arrests inevitably followed. The suffragettes did no violence themselves 
in this period of passive militancy, and frequently argued the issue of 
obstruction" on which they were arrested, sometimes calling Cabinet 
Ministers and even the Plome Secretary himself as witnesses. But the 
result was always the same—imprisonment for varying terms in Holloway 
Jail. 
The members of the WSPU grew to be more experienced in their 
protests, however, and learned to circumvent the police by "strategems 
and surprises." A British historian described their success: 
They arrived in all sorts of guises and appeared in all sorts of 
places. Now one would appear as a messenger boy, now another 
'Marian Ramelson, The Petticoat Rebellion (London; Lawrence and Wishart, 
1957), p. 136. 
8Gonstance Rover points out that Winston Churchill was one of the unlucky 
™es' wh0) in his early days as a candidate for Parliament from North-West Manchester, was "conveniently situated for the Pankhursts." 
9Pankhurst, "Malting of a Militant," p. 303. 
"Ramelson, Petticoat Rebellion, p. 134. 
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as a waitress. Once they chained themselves to the railings in 
Downing Street, and so gained time to make some longish 
speeches before being haled off to Bow Street; another was found 
chained to a statue in the lobby of the House of Commons, a 
thoroughly strategic position. They sprang out of organ lofts, 
they peered through roof windows, and lept out of innocent- 
looking furniture vans; they materialised on station platforms, 
they harangued the terrace of the House from the river, and 
wherever they were least expected there they were.11 
Emmeline Pankhurst viewed the initial attacks on the Liberal govern- 
ment with a real sense of achievement, feeling the WSPU had rendered 
woman suffrage an invaluable service. Writing for an American audience 
in 1914, she boasted: 
For one thing, our heckling campaign made women's suffrage 
a matter of news—it had never been that before. Now the 
newspapers were full of us. For another thing, we woke up the 
old suffrage associations. During the general election various 
groups of non-militant suffragists came back to life and or- 
ganized a gigantic manifesto in favor of action from the Liberal 
government .... Surely it was something to have inspired all 
of this activity.12 
An integral part of WSPU policy was to educate public opinion, to 
conduct "the biggest publicity campaign ever known." In doing this, 
the militants adopted, by their own admission, the Salvation Army 
methods, and went out into the "highways and byways" after converts, 
As Mrs. Pankhurst admitted; 
We threw away all our conventional methods of what was 
'ladylike' and 'goodform' and we applied to our methods the 
one test questions, will it help? Just as the Booths and their 
followers took religion to the street crowds in such fashion that 
the church people were horrified, so we took suffrage to the 
general public in a manner that amazed and scandalized the 
other suffragists.13 
Educating the English public became a day by day process for 
Emmeline Pankhurst and her militant society. Every day it was a matter 
of selecting a favorite spot, with a chair for a rostrum, and ringing a bell 
until people began to stop to see what was going to happen. "We covered 
URay Strachey, The Cause (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1928), pp. 311- 
312. 
l2Pankhurst, "Making of a Militant," p. 304. 
l2Emmeline Pankhurst, "The Advance of Militancy," Good Housekeeping, 
April 1914, p. 464. 
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London in this way," Mrs. Pankhurst acknowledge. "We never lacked an 
audience^ and best of all, an audience to which the woman-suffrage 
doctrine was new. We were increasing our favorable public, as well as 
waking it up." 14 
Emmeline Pankhurst was not hard to look upon or listen to. She was 
frequently alluded to as the "feminine feminist." "She bastes, cooks, sews, 
sweeps, sings lullabys and bends over cradles," stated one American 
periodical in defending her.15 Always impeccably dressed in the latest 
fashion, she carried herself with grace and distinction. She developed a 
powerful platform personality; friends and enemies alike substantiated 
her speaking ability. She could single-handedly bring success to a street 
meeting, a drawing room gathering, or an "At Home." 
WSPU passive militancy reached a high pitch with public meetings, 
pageants and processions. Provoked by a government remark that it 
could not be influenced into more effective action except by mass demon- 
strations of woman's interest in her cause (and "it is not to be expected 
that women can assemble in such masses"), the WSPU determined to 
answer the challenge. 
The resulting demonstration took place June 21, 1908, with astounding 
success. Members of the Plouse of Commons had previously been invited 
to attend via megaphone from a motor-boat anchored opposite the House 
terrace. Seven processions from different parts of London made their 
way to Hyde Park as the suffragettes succeeded in staging a demonstra- 
tion "so huge that it exceeded anything held prior to the 1867 Reform 
Act." 15 Even the anti-suffrage New York Times was amazed, as it re- 
ported: "Never was such a political demonstration seen in London 
before. Fully 500,000 assembled for two to three hours in the middle of 
the day; the whole centre of the city was in a ferment. Displaying totally 
unexpected genius for organization, the suffragists' demonstration was 
'unparalleled success,' " 17 
The Women's Social and Political Union subsequently held two other 
mammoth demonstrations in Hyde Park, in 1910 and 1911; smaller 
marches and processions, however, were staged at more frequent intervals, 
with occassionally all suffrage societies participating. The marches were 
uibid. 
15
"Emmeline Pankhurst; The Misunderstood Leader of England's Militants," 
Current Opinions, June, 1913, pp. 459-460. 
^Rover, Women's Suffrage and Party Politics, p. 86. 
^New York Times, June 22, 1908, p. 4. 
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not haphazard affairs. They were carefully organized with a view to 
demonstrating the wide support given by various professions and oc- 
cupations for woman suffrage. Whenever it was possible for a section of 
a parade, such as University women, to wear a distinguishing dress, this 
was done. The WSPU adopted purple, white and green as its official 
colors in 1908 (the latter two colors being common to all women's 
suffrage organizations), and this color scheme was skillfully interwoven 
with the dresses, flowers, and symbolical standards of the participants. 
In so doing the militants returned "some of the pageantry of the Middle 
Ages to the London streets." 18 
In their propaganda campaign the ingenious suffragettes resorted to 
"gimmicks" to direct public attention to their cause. In conjunction with 
another militant group, the Women's Freedom League, the WSPU defied 
the census of 1911 by hiding out in empty houses, skating rinks, and other 
unlikely spots ("Taking leave of their census," as Punch punned). In 
1909, in an unusual ruling, the Postermaster-General made it possible to 
send human letters,"" consequently, two Union members were "sealed 
and delivered" to 10 Downing Street, carrying their "Votes for Women" 
placards. Still another militant propagandist maneuver resulted in a 
member of the Freedom League ballooning over London, showering 
leaflets on those below. Card games and post cards were less sensational 
but served the same purpose. 
While constitutional activities were a continuous accompaniment to 
militancy, the methods of the WSPU had become noticeably more ex- 
treme by late 1908. By this time several hundred arrests had been 
made, resulting in prison sentences. The tactics of the British militants 
included certain attitudes toward imprisonment, with the result that 
confinement brought with it a demand to be treated as a political pris- 
oner. The failure of British authorities to comply with such requests 
soon led to the use of a new weapon for the militants—the hunger 
strike. 
First used by the suffragettes in the summer of 1909,19 the hunger 
strike was initially a most effective tool, offenders being released as soon 
as their health began to deteriorate. But the Government soon struck 
l8Strachey, Cause, p. 316. 
iSThe first suffragette to hunger strike was one Miss Marion Wallace-Dunlop, 
who conceived the idea herself, but in so-doing furnished the WSPU with a form 
of protest frequently employed. See Roger Fulford, Votes for Women (London: 
Faber and Faber Ltd., 1957), p. 205. 
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back with its own weapon—forcible feeding, whereby rubber tubing 
was pushed into the mouth or up the nostrils and liquid food was passed 
through it into the throat. Protests abounded, to the benefit of the 
miliants. Many people who had sneered at the suffragettes before now 
admired them for their courage, and members of the medical and nursing 
professions joined in the protests.20 Never desiring suffragette martyrs 
through death in prison, the Government altered its approach in 1913 
with the passage of the celebrated "Cat and Mouse Act" (Prisoners' 
Temporary Discharge for 111 Health Act), providing the militants tem- 
porary release until their health could again stand the rigors of im- 
prisonment. 
Stone-throwing was a common activity in the escalation of WSPU 
militancy in 1908-1909, though at first there was no deliberate attempt 
to destroy property on a large scale. The stones were usually wrapped in 
paper to avoid injuring anyone accidentally, and were sometimes attached 
to a string held by the thrower. The act was largely symbolic, and as 
Mrs. Pankhurst commented in 1914, "we strove patiently to keep it 
symbolic. Hundreds of us served terms in loathsome prisons, endured 
blows and kicks and insults unspeakable, underwent untold suffering and 
pain before a single window was broken or a single letterbox fired." 21 
There was a lull in militancy in 1910, as the WSPU called a truce for 
nine months while the Government debated the Conciliation Bill, which 
embodied a degree of women's enfranchisement. The bill got no further 
than the second reading. It was after this Conciliation Bill truce, coupled 
with several hours struggle with police on "Black Friday" (November 18, 
1910), that "some militant women decided upon a change of tactics in 
the direction of actual violence against property." 22 This signaled the 
beginning of violent and destructive acts, which from 1912 to the out- 
break of World War I so characterized the English militant movement. 
Window smashing was succeeded by the "era of arson." Avoiding 
arrest, and stopping just short of actual injury to persons, the suffragettes 
burned all types of buildings, especially churches, but including a dock 
20Josephine Kamm, Rapiers and Battle-Axes (London: George Allen & Unwin 
Ltd, 1966), p. 163. 
21Pankliurst, "Advance of Militancy," April, 1914, p. 471. 
22Vera Brittain in Appendix to Pethick Lawrence: A Portrait (London: George 
Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1963), cited by Rover, Women's Suffrage and Party Politics, 
p. 82. Ramelson, Petticoat Rebellion, p. 140, points out the rationale for such a 
policy, that if property were destroyed the call on insurance companies would be 
so great that they would force the government to capitulate to the women's 
demands. 
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yard, a railway station, and sports pavilions. The public became enraged 
as golf courses and mail boxes were frequent subjects of attack. Valuable 
works of art were damaged, the most serious being the Rokeby Venus 
by Velasquez, housed at the National Gallery. The New York Times 
labeled the year from April 1913, to April 1914, the "Reign of Terror" 
and devoted a whole page of an April 1914, Sunday edition to itemizing 
the major acts of destruction. During that year, the Times pointed out 
"not a day, and for days in sequence hardly an hour passed without 
damage being done to person or to property." The loss was "many 
millions." 23 
It is realistic to assume that the WSPU was not guilty of every act of 
violence or destruction blamed on it. Indeed, several acts of arson went 
unsolved, with nothing discovered to implicate the suffragettes. An 
article in Good Housekeeping in late 1913 discounted much of the 
militancy of the woman suffrage movement in England, commenting that 
"New York City has almost regularly more actual disastrous bomb ex- 
plosions in four months among the lawless groups of its foreign popula- 
tion than the militant movement has known in eight years." 24 Even the 
New York Times, editorializing in May, 1913, admitted that London had 
suffered "more from apprehension than actual violence. As lawbreakers 
the suffragettes are not nearly as black as they paint themselves." 25 
The spirit of martyrdom pervaded the English militant movement, 
however, and it greatly influenced the subsequent character of the Ameri- 
can militant scene. While Emmeline and Sylvia Pankhurst were im- 
prisoned more frequently and suffered more for suffrage than any other 
suffragettes (an American periodical as early as 1908 called Sylvia the 
"Joan of Arc of the movement" 25), two other women served as martyrs 
to the cause of militancy. 
Lady Constance Lytton, daughter of the second Earl of Lytton, was 
the first of these. A member of the WSPU, she was twice arrested, went 
on hunger strikes, was medically examined and declared unfit for 
forcible feeding due to a chronic heart condition, and was released. 
Subsequently, through the disguise of a working woman, she was again 
23"First Years Rccord of Militants Reign of Terror," New York Times, April 26, 
1914, sec. 6, p. 3. 
24Saimiel Merwin, "The Measure of the Militants," Good Housekeeping, 
October, 1913, p. 456. 
^New York Times, May, 1913, p. 10. 
^"Emmeline, Christabel, and Sylvia: The Shrieking Sisterhood," p. 162l 
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imprisoned, not carefully examined and forcibly fed, resulting in her 
becoming a permanent invalid. 
A less scandalous but more spectacular incident occurred on Derby 
Day, June 4, 1913. Possibly feeling the movement needed a martyr, and 
acting on her own, Emily Wilding Davison threw herself under King 
George V's horse and was killed. The WSPU made a spectacular of her 
funeral. The New York Evening Post reported that between five and six 
thousand women accompanied the cortege,27 "marching in groups 
dressed in black, purple, and white; those wearing black carried purple 
irises, those in purple—red peonies and those in white, laurel." 28 
The fact that one so wealthy and well-known as Mrs. Annie Gobden- 
Sanderson (wife of a celebrated artist-bookbinder and daughter of the 
great Free Trade advocate, Cobden) should conduct the memorial 
salute to a militant as extreme as Emily Wilding Davison is indicative of 
the make-up of the WSPU in later years. The Union had gradually 
dropped any association with working-class groups; instead, the swing 
had been to mixing in fashionable circles. Even the New York Times 
noted what seemed to be the essential composite of the British group, 
commenting, "the women are by no means mere cranks. Most of them 
are of gentle birth, and a number of them have attained prominence in 
various avocations." 29 Enormous sums of money passed through the 
hands of the society. The total income soared from 2,959 pounds in 1907 
to 47,000 in 1914,30 and there were many large donations. 
Although the monied made their presence felt, they hardly participated 
in the decision-making process of the Women's Social and Political 
Union. Anyone could become a member by paying a shilling and signing 
a statement not to work for any political party until the women's vote was 
won, but a select few (in the last two years before the war only Emmeline 
and Christabel), determined policy. One American periodical was quite 
accurate in its analogy of the WSPU as a "feminized barracks" and 
described the society as: 
a system- of code signals and cabalistic alphabets that can defy 
all but the initiated .... The raw recruits are separated from 
TiRew York Evening Post, June 14, 1913, p. 7. 
2SFulford, Votes, p. 284. 
23
"The Suffragettes Fight in England" (editorial), New York Times, November 
18, 1906, sec. 3, p. 2. 
38RameIson, Petticout Rebeilionj p. 150. 
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the seasoned campaigners through a discipline of which the 
lady herself keeps the secret closely .... The rank and file must 
content itself with street meetings, the distribution of leaflets 
and the collection of funds .... Only the veterans form the 
brigade which comes into physical conflict with the police. 
Mrs. Pankhurst reserves the right of expulsion to herself, the article con- 
cluded, uses it with unsparing absoIutism,,' and "holds a sway which no 
one in the militant sisterhood would even dream of cjuestioning." ^ 
Emmeline Pankhurst defended the value of her autocratic system in her 
series of articles published in Good Housekeeping in 1914. "The Women's 
Social and Political Union is not hampered by a complexity of rules," she 
explained. "We have no constitution and by-laws; nothing to be amended 
or tinkered with or quarreled over at an annual meeting. In fact, we 
have no annual meeting, no business sessions, no election of officers. The 
Women s Social and Political Union is surely a suffrage army in the 
field." 32 
The militancy of the Women s Social and Political Union came to a 
halt with the advent of the First World War; Emmeline and Ghristabel 
Pankhurst quickly plunged into the war effort, devoting much of their 
energies to recruiting. And, as has been suggested, the British government 
was only too thankful to find in women's war work an excuse to capitu- 
late without further loss of face." 33 For in February, 1918, while the 
war was still raging, the moment of suffrage triumph came. 
The suffragettes contributed measurably to the achievement of woman 
suffrage in England. They broke the so-called "conspiracy of silence" that 
seemed to exist in the British press, with the result that many women 
joined in the suffrage fight, albeit more on the moderate side than the 
militant. Their tactics of nuisance" kept suffrage, and feminism, in big 
type on the front pages of newspapers for several years, and much of the 
credit must be given to them for Parliament's dealing seriously with the 
suffrage question after 1910. Additionally, the WSPU transformed po- 
litical campaigning in England, as they added a degree of imagination, 
pageantry, and mass participation never seen before. Yet even more 
encompassing, militancy showed something of the spirit of uncertainty, 
of unrest, of dissatisfaction which characterized women, not only in 
England, but in other parts of the world. As one champion of woman's 
31
"ErnineIine Pankhurst; the Misunderstood Leader," p. 461. 
32Panthurst, "Advance of Militancy," April, 1914, pp. 463-464. 
33Kaniin: Rapiers, p. 191. 
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cause has summed it all up: "In every civilized and barbaric nation the 
new concept of woman's share and part in life has grown and spread in 
an absolute coincidence with the growth and persistence of the militant 
movement in England." 34 
•^Merwin, "Measure of Militants," p. 456. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sounds are recognized by three characteristics: loudness, pitch, and 
quality. Most important is the loudness of a sound, as its role in hearing 
loss is a proven fact. The loudness of a sound depends upon the intensity 
level (/3) of the disturbance, where the latter is defined by the logarith- 
mic expression: 
= 10 log I_ 
The loudness of a sound depends upon the intensity (10) which is 
defined as the time-rate at which energy is transferred across a unit, such 
as the ear drum of the human ear and is directly proportional to the 
square of the amplitude of the pressure wave. I0 is arbitrarily taken as 
10—16 watts/cm2, for the faintest audible sound. [3 is expressed in deci- 
bels, a unit one-tenth as large as the bel, thus accounting for the factor 
10 in the expression. Two sound intensities differ by one decibel when 
the logarithm of their ratio is 1/10. Loudness levels range from the 
threshold of hearing (zero decibels) to the threshold of painful sound 
which is about 125 decibels. Ordinary conversation would be 50-60 
decibels. 
The pitch of a sound is defined as the audible effect of the frequency 
of the disturbance producing it, and as such, is a subjective attribute. 
Pitch.is measured:'in vibrations per second. The limits of audibihty de- 
pend upon intensity as well as frequency.  
■ At'the upper limit of intensity,- about-l^O'decibels, the normal -range of 
frequencies is from 20 to 20,000 Hertz. Yet, near the lower intensity level, 
namely the threshold of audibility, the range may be reduced to fre- 
quency limits between 500 to 5000 Hertz. For example, at only 50 
decibels the range is extended upward from 50 to 20,000 Hertz. 
The quality of a sound depends upon the number and the relative 
intensities of the overtones produced. Different sources of sound produce 
sounds of vastly different quality. Complex sounds can be readily ana- 
lyzed electronically. The overall combination of the effects of a sound's 
loudnesSj pitch, and quality are impressed upon the ear drum of the 
human ear, and then interpreted by the brain. 
CURRENT STATE OF THE ART 
I The sense of sound is reduced from its maximum performance in direct 
proportion to the indiscriminate exposure of the ears over long periods of 
time to excessive environmental noise. The Journal of the American 
Medical Association1 reports that the percentage of hearing loss is a direct 
result of excessive noise exposure. Standards of maximum tolerance to 
noise levels have been established by the American Standards Association 
and these standards are based upon scientific findings reported in the 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America2 and by the Sub-Committee 
on Noise Research of the American Academy of Ophthalmology and 
Otolaryngology, conducted at the Collier Hearing and Speech Center in 
Dallas, Texas. 
As a direct result of these studies, the Federal Government's Depart- 
men of Labor established general regulations regarding safety and health 
standards to reduce occupational noise exposure. The Walsh-Healey 
Public Contracts Act followed. This Act requires that contracts entered 
into by any agency of the United States for the manufacture or furnish- 
ing of materials, supplies, articles, and equipment, in any amount ex- 
ceeding $10,000.00 must contain, among other provisions, a stipulation 
as follows: 
■'no part of such contract will be performed, nor will any of the 
materials, supplies, articles, or equipment, to be manufactured 
or furnished under said contract; be manufactured or fabri- 
cated in any plants, factories, buildings, or surroundings; or 
under working conditions which are unsanitary, or hazardous, 
or dangerous, to the health and safety of employees engaged in 
the performance of said contract." 3 
The phrase, "hazardous or dangerous to the health," is provided for 
lJouriial of the American Medical Association; 119:1108, August 1, 1942. 
^Journal of the Acoustical Society of America; S1.4; 1961, 
3U. S, C. 35(e); Sec. 1(e); 49 STAT. 2036. 
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in the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act4 by defining occupational 
noise exposure as follows; 
"The maximum permissible steady (or equivalent) noise level 
in the working environment shall not exceed 85 decibels (a 
unit of sound intensity) as measured on the "A' scale of a 
standard sound level meter* at slow response; provided, how- 
ever, that a maximum permissible steady (or equivalent) noise 
level in the working environment not exceeding 92 decibels 
'A' scale,* slow response,** will be considered in compliance 
until January 1, 1971; if an effective hearing conservation 
program is established and carried out to protect the hearing of 
employees, and to reduce the steady or equivalent noise level to 
85 decibels, 'A' scale, slow response." 
Noise Energy 
A sound is recognized by the human ear whenever a body vibrates. 
When the vibrations are rhythmically repeated a musical sound is 
perceived. But when the vibrations are randomly produced a noise is 
perceived. The intensity of the noise, combined with the time-duration 
of the noise, determines the noise energy. As the amplitude of the 
vibrations are increased,, the noise level is increased. Hence, noise 
energy is a product of the intensity of the sound multiplied by the 
total time-duration of the noise exposure. 
Decibel-Time Meter Measures Noise Energy 
It is incorrect to judge total noise energy, and its consequent harm- 
ful effect upon hearing, by merely measuring a single point in time, such 
as the number of decibels indicated on a standard sound-level meter. 
Noise energy should also include the duration of the total time-seg- 
ment during which the human ear is exposed. 
It appears, therefore, that the Walsh-Healey Act, as it now stands, is 
incomplete and should be amended, because it only provides that "a 
standard sound-level meter reading below the maximum allowable 85 
^Paragraph 50—204.10. 
*Ceneral Radio Sound-Level Meter; Type; 1551-C. 
*"a" scale is a weighted scale which takes into account the simultaneous 
presence of several audible frequencies in a noisy environment. 
**slow response is an electronic technique which dampens the rapid ex- 
cursions of the meter-pointer during an observation of noise on a standard 
sound-level meter calibrated in decibels so that its average value may be observed. 
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decibels be observed on the 'A' scale, slow response." Thus, a false 
conclusion results when the only readings are taken during some short, 
and possibly quiet, time-segment during any working day. The investi- 
gator invented the decibel-time meter (Figure 1), which digitally totals 
the product of the sound intensity in decibels and the observed time- 
duration in hours. 
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Measurement of Noise Energy 
Initially, a pre-recorded, standard magnetic tape reproduced an 
audible tone at 500 Hertz and 90 decibels. A standard sound-level meter 
picked up this sound level at the site of the noise to be measured and 
recorded. The volume control of the tape recorder was adjusted until 
a standard sound-level meter reading of 90 decibels on the 'A' scale was 
observed. 
The standard magnetic tape was then replaced by a blank tape. The 
environmental noise of a factory was then recorded for 30 minutes at 
the same volume control setting of the tape recorder. 
The decibel-time meter was then standardized. This procedure re- 
quired a determination of the number of digital counts when the 
Hik 
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standard tape of 90 decibels at 500 Hertz was played back for a period 
of three minutes. 
The 30-minute tape was then played back and the total count was 
observed. When the total count was divided by 10, the measured environ- 
mental count was compared with the standard tape count. It was im- 
mediately evident that the environmental noise energy exceeded legal 
limits. 
Schematic Diagram 
Using a rectifier-capacitor integration circuit (Figure 2), the recorded 
alternating current signal was rectified by a silicon diode (3), which 
charged capacitor (4). Instantaneous observations of sound levels were 
visible on the decibel-meter (9), while the capacitor discharged its ac- 
cumulated noise energy through the windings of a miniature low-voltage 
direct-current electric motor (5), that was geared (6) to a mechanical 
counter (7), where readings were registered in terms of decibel-time 
units of noise energy. 
An alternate method was employed which eliminated the intermediate 
steps which used magnetic tape recording of the environmental noise. 
The investigator positioned a conventional ceramic microphone (1) at 
the site of the noisy factory machines. The noise signals were delivered 
to the input of a high-gain audio-frequency amplifier (2) whose low- 
impedance output transformer was connected to the rectifier-capacitor 
assembly to drive the motor-driven digital counter. Motor-creep was 
prevented during no-signal by adjusting the rheostat (8). 
Interpretation of Results 
The capacitor is an energy storage device. It accumulates all of the 
energy of the environmental noise, and constantly responds to instantane- 
ous variations in pitch, intensity, and quality during the measured time- 
segment. The total energy of the noise is displayed by the gear-driven 
direct-reading digital mechanical counter (6). 
Sound energy must be evaluated as the product of intensity and time 
just as electrical energy is defined as a product of power in watts and 
time in hours. Horsepower, likewise, is the time-rate of doing work, and 
expended mechanical energy is evaluated as the product of power multi- 
plied by time. 
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Figure 2—Schematic Diagram of Decibel-Time Meter 
LEGEND: 1 Ceramic Microphone 
LEGEND: 2 Audio-Frequency Amplifier 
LEGEND: 3 Silicon Diode 
LEGEND; 4 Capacitor 
LEGEND: 5 Direct-Current Electric Motor 
LEGEND: 6 Spur Gears 
LEGEND; 7 Mechanical Digital Counter 
LEGEND: 8 Motor Speed Adjustment 
LEGEND: 9 Decibel-Meter 
The Walsh-FTealey Act, therefore, should be amended as soon as prac- 
tical to include this concept of sound energy, rather than to define 
noise exposure merely in terms of decibels which only represent in- 
stantaneous values of sound intensity. The decibel-time meter, when 
used over the thirty-minute representative time-interval, was then pro- 
jected over an eight-hour working day in order to determine the total 
environmental noise exposure of an industrial worker. As an alternative, 
the continuous operation of the digital counter during the entire day 
may be employed to directly register the total noise energy units of 
exposure at the end of the day, thereby eliminating the need for the pro- 
jected thirty-minute tape-recording procedure. 
MaH 
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Environmental Noise 
The decibel-time meter may register noise energy in locations like: 
machine shops, factories, jet airports, congested automobile traffic, ship- 
building yards, subways, teletype exchanges, rock and roll dance music, 
newspaper printing plants, structural riveting, pneumatic drills, road 
building machinery, and even on the battlefield. With field tests of noise 
energy, prevention of hearing loss which results from excessive exposure 
to environmental noise should result from a hearing conservation program 
by either reducing the noise level at the source, or by urging industrial 
workers to wear protective ear plugs and/or ear muffs. Such a program 
would not only result in improvement in the worker's health, but would 
also improve efficiency, reduce insurance costSj and enable industry to 
comply with Federal law. 
I 
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CONCEPTS OF TEMPO RUBATO IN 
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE 
by 
Marion Perkins 
A commonly accepted definition of "tempo rubato" describes a free 
style of performance in the romantic tradition in which notated rhythmic 
values are arbitrarily modified as the performer desires. In other words, 
the term "tempo rubato'' is widely understood in our time as pertaining 
to tempo modification and, more specifically, to tempo modification in 
the performance of romantic literature. In point of fact, however, the 
rubato style was neither confined to nineteenth-century performance 
practices nor was it limited solely to defining tempo modification in 
performance. 
An early application of "tempo rubato" is exemplified in eighteenth- 
century Italian vocal practice, which followed in the tradition of seven- 
teenth-century vocal style. A common procedure of this vocal technique 
was the expressive elaboration of certain melody notes, in which the 
note so embellished by roulades was necessarily robbed of part of its 
indicated value. In this use of "tempo rubato", the improvisatory al- 
teration took the form of a modification of the notated rhythmic struc- 
ture of the melodic line, below which the accompanying parts proceeded 
in strict time. 
The first descriptive account of this early adoption of the rubato man- 
ner was recorded in Opinioni de' canton antichi e moderni o sieno 
Osservazioni sopra il canto figurato by Pier Francesco Tosi, published 
in Bologna in 1723; it is important to note that the term 'tempo rubato' 
was not used by Tosi in connection with the vocal technique he de- 
scribed in the following passage which is here quoted from the con- 
temporary English translation of Tosi's treatise by J. E. Galliard: Obser- 
vations on the Florid Song; or. Sentiments on the Anciant and Modern 
Singers, published in 1743. 
Our Author has often mentioned Time; the Regard to it, 
and how much it is neglected and unobserv'd. In this Place 
speaking of stealing the Time, it regards particularly the Voice, 
or the Performance on a single Instrument in the Pathetick and 
Tender; when the Bass goes on exactly regular Pace, the other 
Part retards or anticipates in a singular Manner, for the sake of 
Expression, but after that returns to its Exactness, to be guided 
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by the Bass. Experience and Taste must teach it, A mechani- 
cal Method of going on withe the Bass will easily distinguish 
the Merit of the other Manner'.1 
The well-known comment relating to tempo rubato which W. A. 
Mozart wrote in a letter addressed to his father from Augsburg in 1777 
would seem to describe the same expressive device to which Tosi had 
referred fifty years earlier; we may either conclude that the rubato man- 
ner had not yet "caught on" in certain sections of Germany, or that it 
had fallen into disuse by this date. The latter assumption concurs with 
Curt Sachs' view, reflected in the following statement: 
And yet it [tempo rubato] had already in young Mozart's time 
degenerated to a mere relaxation of tempo rigidity, at least 
in Germany.2 
The passage in question from Mozart's letter is quoted here from one of 
several available English translations: 
The correctness of my time astonishes them all. The tempo 
rubato in an adagio with the left hand keeping strict time was 
quite beyond their comprehension. They always follow with 
the left hand.3 
The rubato manner to which Tosi and Mozart referred was thus 
characterized by a freely shifting, spontaneous modification of the 
rhythmical values of the melodic line, while the bass proceeded in strict 
time. In an 1808 issue of the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, an article 
written by a certain Koch appeared, in which the same expressive rubato 
style of performance was described as "outmoded." After singling out the 
Berlin School of the latter half of the preceding century (sometimes 
known as the "first" Berlin School) in connection with the inclusion 
of this "secondary" concept under the term "tempo rubato", Koch de- 
fined the essence of the rubato manner in these words; 
Diejenige Vortragsart dieser oder jener cantabeln Stelle einer 
Solostimme, bey welcher der Spieler mit Vorsatz von der 
angenommenen Bewegung des Zeitmaasses und von der 
gewohnlichen Eintheilung der Notengattungen abwich, und 
die melodischen Tonfolgen gleichsam ohne alle bestimmte 
tCited in Boris Bruck, Wandlungen des Begriffes Tempo rubato (Berlin, n.d.), 
p. 9. 
2Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo (New York, 1953), p. 308. 
3W. J. Turner, Mozart: The Man and his Works (New York, 1954), p. 186. 
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Zeiteintheilung vortrug, wahrend dabey die Begleitung auf das 
strengste im Zeitmaasse fortspielte.4 
(That manner of performance of this or that cantabile pas- 
sage of a solo part, in which the performer purposely digressed 
from the assumed tempo and from the usual value of notes and 
performed the melodic line as though without any fixed divi- 
sion of time, while at the same time the accompaniment pro- 
ceeded in the strictest time.) 
But other developments in the eighteenth-century treatment of tempo 
rubato were yet to come: another aspect of the rubato practice related 
to the regulation of the rhythmic alteration of a melodic line according 
to a more uniform method of modification to which G.Ph.E. Bach, one of 
the great figures of the Berlin School, first referred in Part One of his 
Versuch iiber die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, dating from 1753. 
In the following quotation from this early keyboard method, we would 
direct the reader's attention to the statement relating to the equal dura- 
tion of notes of the same rhythmic value: 
This brings us to the tempo rubato. Its indication is simply the 
presence of more or fewer notes than are contained in the nor- 
mal division of a bar. A whole bar, part of one, or several bars 
may be, so to speak, distorted in this manner. The most difficult 
but most important task is to give all notes of the same value 
exactly the same duration. When the execution is such that one 
hand seems to play against the bar and the other strictly with 
it, it may be said that the performer is doing everything that 
can be required of him. It is only rarely that all parts are 
struck simultaneously.5 
Carl Philipp Emanuel also settled the question as to which part would, 
as he expressed it, "play against the bar"; 
As soon as the upper part begins slavishly to follow the bar, 
the essence of the rubato is lost, for then all other parts must 
be played in time.5 
It is apparent that there is one basic difference between the Tosi con- 
cept of tempo rubato and the one to which Bach referred: the original 
Italian concept was characterized by an unregulated and hence un- 
equal distribution of durational values, while Bach advocated the uni- 
4Koch, "Uber den technischen Ausdruck: Tempo rubato," Allgememe Musika- 
lische Zeitung, May 11, 1808, 518. 
5Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard In- 
struments, trans. William J. Mitchell (New York, 1949), p. 161. 
('Ibid. 
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form displacement of all equivalent values. Two other members of the 
Berlin School, Johann Agricola and Friedrich Marpurg, described a 
concept of tempo rubato which seems to correspond to the practice to 
which Bach referred; Tiirk similarly described the practice of shifting 
an entire melodic line backwards or forwards in relation to the bass, 
referring to it as the "most usual" concept of tempo rubato. 
The technique of anticipating or delaying a melodic sequence of equal 
note values by exactly half of their notated value was described both in 
Agricola's Anleitung zur Singkunst of 1757, an annotated version of 
Tosi's Opinioni, and in Turk's Klavierschule as a rubato device. In 
Turk's illustration, which is reproduced below, the notated form appears 
under a), the anticipated form of rhythmic modification under b), and 
the delayed entrance under c) : 
i Ljl-j I ,1 V ir I J I .ti. 
Despite Koch's description, quoted above, of the rubato concept of 
rhythmic modification, which he associated with the performance prac- 
tices of the Berlin School, as "without any fixed division of time" in the 
melodic line, it would appear that the syncopated rubato practice ac- 
tually originated in Northern Germany, if not, in fact, in the Berlin 
School. The syncopated impression produced by this rigid system of 
rhythmic modification apparently led to the inclusion of off-beat accen- 
tuation under the term "tempo rubato." 
The earliest known reference to the performance practice of inter- 
changing or inverting the accentuation of a series of strong and weak 
metrical beats is recorded in a contemporary account, published in 1774, 
by F. T. Reichardt. In the Briefen einen aufmerksamen Reisenden, he 
described the unusual effect created by Madame Benda of Potsdam in 
a performance of a recitative from Graun's Der Tod Jesu, in which she 
employed the "so-called tempo rubato," defined by Reichardt as the 
accentuation of notes occurring at points of weak metrical emphasis.8 
The other late eighteenth-century source in which this concept of tempo 
rubato was mentioned is Turk's Klavierschule, the first edition of which 
was published in 1789. 
^Daniel Gottlob Tiirk, Klavierschule, oder Anweisung zum Klavierspielen, 2nd 
ed. (Leipzig, 1802), p. 419. 
®Quoted in Bruok, Tempo rubato, pp. 25-26. 
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It is evident that Tiirk considered the three concepts of tempo rubato 
in the order of their importance at that time, which is also the probable 
chronological order of their origin. We may assume, therefore, that the 
accentual concept of tempo rubato then ranked second in importance in 
3 Germany; Turk's definition of it corresponds with the description which 
Reichardt gave: 
Ausserdem versteht man unter dem Ausdrucke Tempo rubato 
auch das Verlegen der Accente auf diejenigen Noten, welchen 
er eigentlich nicht zukommt, oder mit andern Worten: wenn 
die Tone auf den schlechten Takttheilen oder Gliedern starker 
vorgetragen werden, als diejenigen, die auf einen guten Taktt- 
heil 2c. fallen.. .9 
(Moreover, by the expression tempo rubato is also understood 
the displacement of accents to those notes upon which an em- 
phasis is not actually due, or in other words: when the notes 
on the bad beats or subdivisions are executed more forcibly 
than those which fall on the good beats etc. . . .) 
In an article in the 1808 issue of the Allgemeine Musikalische 
Zeitung,10 Koch attributed greater importance to the qualitative concept 
of tempo rubato than to what he described as the "outmoded" quantita- 
tive concept. Inasmuch as Koch was referring to the notated form of 
off-beat accentuation rather than to the improvisatory meaning which 
■ Tiirk and Reichardt had ascribed to it, there is no reason to conclude, 
as Boris Bruck did,11 on the basis of evidence which would certainly 
i appear to be insufficient, that the qualitative significance attached to the 
term tempo rubato was dominant by 1808, while the primary quantita- 
tive concept had slipped to a position of secondary importance. It is 
T significant, however, that the last known source to assign a qualitative 
meaning to tempo rubato was not a German publication, but an Italian 
dictionary published in Milan in 1826—Dizionario e Bibliografa della 
Musica del Dotore Pietro Lichtenthal12—which would indicate that the 
accentual concept of tempo rubato was not restricted to German usage. 
Bruck failed to find any other reference connecting off-beat accentuation 
with tempo rubato in the period following the publication of this Italian 
source; the accentual concept of tempo rubato had apparently faded 
ri from the musical scene. 
STiirk, Klavierschule, 2nd ed., p. 420. 
lOKoch, op. cit., 513-519. 
^Bruck, Tempo rubato, p. 30. 
-^Citcd in Bruck, op. cit.) p. 30. 
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This brings us to a consideration of that concept of tempo rubato 
which has prevailed since the romantic era, and the Chopin rubato, 
which Lucian Kamienski regarded as a revival of the original Italian 
vocal concept. The modern concept of tempo rubato evolved from the 
secondary significance attributed to it at the end of the eighteenth cen- 
tury to the predominance it gained over earlier concepts in the nineteenth 
century; this concept is synonymous with tempo modification. Liszt 
and Wagner were undoubtedly the most important of the late romantic 
protagonists of a rhapsodic style of performance, characterized by freely 
fluctuating tempo changes. 
The question is therefore raised as to which concept of rubato—the 
modern or the traditional Italian concept—Liszt referred in his tribute 
to Chopin's execution of tempo rubato. The fact that Liszt made a i 
specific reference to the rhythmic modification of the melodic line would 
tend to confirm the viewpoint which Kamienski expressed in an article 
published in 1918: that the Chopin rubato was a continuation of the 
Tosi-Mozart rubato concept.13 However, Liszt's poetic language could 
also be interpreted as descriptive of tempo modification or it might be 
argued that Liszt had, in fact, ascribed both attributes of tempo rubato 
to Chopin's pianistic style. The passage reads as follows in the original 
French version: 
Chopin, dans son execution, rendait ravissamment cette trepi- 
dation, par laquelle il faisait toujours onduler la melodie comme 
un esquif sur le sein de la vague puissante. Dans ses ecrits, il 
indiqua d'abord cette maniere qui donnait un cachet si par- 
ticulier a son jeu, par le mot de Tempo rubato: temps derobe, 
entrecoupe, mesure souple, abrupte et languissante a la fois, 
vacillante comme la flamme sous le souffle qui Fagite. II cessa 
plus tard de I'ajouter dans ses publications, persuade que, si 
on en avait I'intelligence, il etait impossible de ne pas deviner 
cette regie d'irregularite.14 
(In his playing, Chopin expressed this agitation with ravishing 
effect, by invariably making the melody undulate like a skiff 
riding on the crest of great waves. He was the first to denote 
in his compositions that manner, which gave such an individual 
stamp to his playing, by the word tempo rubato: time stolen, 
interrupted, flexible, both abrupt and at the same time languish- 
ing, flickering like a flame under the breath which fans it. He 
13Lucian Kamienski, "Zum 'Tempo rubato'", Archiv filr Musikwissenschaft, 
Erster Jahrgang (1918-1919), 108-125. 
14Fianz Liszt, Frederic Chopin (Paris, 1852), p. 69. 
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later discontinued marking it in his publications, convinced 
that if one had an understanding of it, it would be impossible 
to fail to grasp this principle of irregularity.) 
One will frequently read that Liszt was mistaken in crediting Chopin 
with the "invention" of tempo rubato; this charge is allegedly made on 
the basis of the above quotation from Liszt's Chopin. But the assump- 
tion is entirely false, for it is clear that he did not credit Chopin with 
originating tempo rubato but, in fact, merely pointed out that Chopin 
was the first composer to specifically indicate those passages which were 
to be performed in the rubato manner: even though his statement may 
not be entirely correct, as references to scattered prior adoptions of the 
term would indicate,15 the fact remains that Chopin was the first com- 
poser of renown whose music has survived in performance to denote this 
manner of execution in his music. 
The misconception that Liszt had erroneously attributed the innovation 
of tempo rubato to Chopin as a consequence of his unawareness of its 
historical significance had its origin in La Mara's German translation 
of the original French edition of Liszt's Chopin. (La Mara was the 
pseudonym under which the nineteenth-century writer, Ida Maria 
Lipsius, published several books about composers of the romantic 
period.) In the German edition of Liszt's Chopin, published in Leipzig 
in 1880, La Mara translated "indiqua," which might be translated as 
"indicated" or "denoted" in English, by "einfiihrte," meaning "intro- 
duced." The original meaning of Liszt's statement was further altered 
by the use of the word "benannte" by La Mara in the phrase, "die er 
tempo rubato benannte," or "which he called tempo rubato," the trans- 
lation of "par le mot de Tempo rubato." The reader's attention is also 
directed to the interpolation of "regellos unterbrochenes Zeitmass," a 
word which is totally absent from the authentic French edition. 
Kamienski apparently consulted only La Mara's translation of the 
passage in question, upon which he based the opinion expressed in the 
sentences framing his quotation of it: 
Liszt hingegen fordert eine ganze Kette von Missverstandnissen 
geradezu heraus, wenn er schreibt: 
'Er zuerst (scil. Chopin) fiihrte in seinen Kompositionen 
jene Weise ein, die seiner Virtuositat ein so besonderes Geprage 
gab und die er tempo rubato benannte: ein geraubtes, regellos 
15See Bruck, Tempo rubato, p. 41. 
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unterbrochenes Zeitmass, geschmeidig, abgerissen und schmach- 
tend zugleich, flackernd'usw. 
Daran ist, wie gezeigt werden soli, alles Wesentliche falsch, 
sowohl die Behauptung, Chopin sei der Einfiihrer und Benenner 
der Manier, wie die, dass sie in einem 'regellos unterbrochenen 
Zeitmasse' bestehe. . .1G 
(On the other hand, Liszt is actually initiating an entire chain 
of misconceptions when he writes: 
'He [Chopin] was the first to introduce in his compositions 
that manner which gave such a singular stamp to his virtuosity 
and which he called tempo rubato: a time stolen, interrupted 
without rule, flexible, both abrupt and at the same time lan- 
guishing, flickering' etc. 
In this regard, as will be shown, all that is fundamental is 
in error, the assertion that Chopin is the originator and desig- 
nator of the style as well as the description of it as a 'time 
interrupted without rule'. . .) 
It would appear that even recent English translations of this passage 
are translations of La Mara's German translation, rather than translations 
of the authentic French version. A comparison of Frederick Dorian's 
translation and objections given here with La Mara's translation and 
Kamienski's criticism quoted above will bear this out: 
It was this very rubato playing that struck Liszt as the most 
fascinating technical feature of Chopin's performance. Here is 
what Liszt says—and also where he errs: 'He [Chopin] was the 
first to introduce in his compositions that manner which stamps 
his virtuosity in a specific way and which he called tempo 
rubato—time stolen without any rule, flexible, yielding, and 
yearning.' 
This is a statement remarkable in more ways than one. 
Apparently Liszt was unaware of the classical rubato, and refers 
to Chopin's technique as an innovation. Obviously he was 
unacquainted with the correspondence between Mozart and his 
father, as quoted above. It seems, however, that Chopin was 
the first to introduce the term rubato as a direction written in 
the manuscript—namely, in the Mazurka in F-sharp Minor, 
Opus 6, No. 1. It must have been this novelty of directing the 
player's attention to time variation that led Liszt into the error 
of confusing the first rubato ever expressly demanded, with the 
first one ever executed.17 
,6Kamienski, op. cit., 109. 
17Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Ferformance (New York, 1942), 
pp. 238-239. 
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Carl Mikuli's recollection of Chopin's treatment of tempo rubato is 
the only conclusive evidence of which we have knowledge at this time 
in support of the theory that the Chopin rubato was a revival of the 
Italian vocal concept, as described in the preceding century by Tosi and 
Mozart. Although Bruck has questioned the authenticity of Mikuli s 
statement, basing his argument on the fact that over thirty years had 
elapsed between the time Mikuli had acquired first-hand knowledge of 
Chopin's pianistic style in private lessons and the time when he recorded 
his impressions,18 this would not seem to be a valid reason for refuting 
his description of an element so basic to Chopin s style that one would 
assume Mikuli must have become very familiar with it indeed. His 
recollections were recorded in the foreword to his edition of Chopin s 
piano works, published in 1879. We quote the passage describing Chopin s 
concept of tempo rubato from the translation of the foreword as it ap- 
pears in each volume of the Schirmer reprint of the Mikuli edition; 
In keeping time Chopin was inflexible, and many will be sur- 
prised to learn that the metronome never left his piano. Even 
in his oft-decried tempo rubato one hand—that having the ac- 
companiment—always played on in strict time, while the other, 
singing the melody, either hesitating as if undecided,^ or, with 
increased animation, anticipating with a kind of impatient 
vehemence as if in passionate utterances, maintained the free- 1
 . - , r . ■ . 1 , 19 dom of musical expression from the fetters of strict regularity. 
Certain conclusions may also be drawn from those passages designated 
by Chopin for rubato performance, such as the rubato indications which 
appear in the mazurkas from Op.6, no.l through Op.24, no.2; other 
rubato markings occur in the C minor Rondo, Op.16, the Nocturne, 
Op.9, no2 and in the third movement of the F minor Second Piano 
Concerto, 0p21. It is perhaps significant that the first and the last times, 
as well as over half the total number of times Chopin marked rubato in 
the score (and incidentally, the complete term, tempo rubato, was never 
used by Chopin, but rather only the single word "rubato"), the composi- 
tions in which certain passages were so designated were mazurkas a 
dance movement which does not conform to a regularly recurring pulsa- 
tion, but rather shares a characteristic modification of the normal beat 
pattern with the waltz; this temporal modification is comparable to a 
slight retard within each bar, so that the time interval between the 
ISBruck, Tempo rubato, pp. 37-38. 
lOCarl Mikuli, "Foreword," Chopin: Complete Works for the Piano, Schirmer 
ed. (New York, 1895), n.p. 
second and third beats would, as a general rule, be longer than between 
the first and second beats. 
We turn now to a consideration of the implications in those passages 
designated by the term "rubato". In the first place, we note that an 
a tempo marking is never employed by Chopin following a rubato indi- 
cation, such as is rarely omitted by him following a retard or any other 
designation relating to tempo modification. Secondly, tempo modification 
would not appear to be the entire solution to those rubato passages 
which either directly precede or follow a ritenuto; in the Mazurka, 
Op.24-y 7io.2y the rubato indication is actually framed by two Titeuutl so 
that the rubato would appear to indicate the cancellation of the preced- 
ing ritenuto and the re-establishment of the former tempo, or in other 
words, to also function as an a tempo marking. 
The final piece of evidence in substantiation of the theory that the 
Chopin rubato is a continuation of the eighteenth-century Italian vocal 
practice is based upon two rubato markings in the third movement of 
the P minor Piano Concerto. These passages, in which only the piano 
part is marked rubato, would appear to create the identical effect of the 
original vocal practice: the soloist may freely introduce rhythmic modi- 
fications in the rubato passages of the solo partj inasmuch as the piano 
part at these points consists of a single melodic line doubled at the 
octave; it is apparent that the unmarked orchestral part, which is limited 
to the strings in both passages, would function as the rhythmically 
undcviating accompaniment. The fact that the accompaniment is 
generally written in longer note values than the melodic line in the 
passages Chopin designated for rubato execution supports the validity of 
Kamienski's theory that the Chopin rubato is modelled upon the eigh- 
teenth-century concept; thus the pianist should interpret a rubato 
marking in Chopin's music as indicative of rhythmic modification of the 
melodic line in performance without disturbing the simultaneity of the 
melody and accompaniment. 
Tempo modification, the rubato concept to which the nineteenth- 
century accorded such significance as to practically obliterate all trace 
of former rubato practices, is chronologically the last of tire three rubato 
concepts. Inasmuch as we may assume tempo modification to have been 
employed to a varying extent throughout the history of performance prac- 
tice, it is evident that only the inclusion of this practice under the term 
tempo rubato can be described as a new development. 
The usage of tempo rubato in nineteenth-century performance prac- 
tice reflects a stylistic trend toward increasing expressive intensity and 
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rhythmic flexibility in romantic music. The balance between forward- 
driving motion and repose, characteristic of eighteenth-century musical 
style, gave way to the more dynamic, unbounded exuberance of romantic 
music. The tendency in all phases of artistic endeavor to break away 
from the symmetrical structural ideal of classical art was expressed in an 
intensification of rhythmic momentum and plasticity of rhythmic struc- 
ture; a correspondingly more flexible handling of dynamic and agogic 
nuances in the performance practice of the period is also evidenced. 
Possibly the earliest reference to tempo modification in connection with 
tempo rubato is contained in Turk's Klavierschule—a reference which 
clearly establishes the secondary significance accorded the modern con- 
cept of tempo rubato at the turn of the nineteenth century.20 However, 
already during the early part of the century, musicians such as Czerny 
and Hummel were using the term rubato in the sense of tempo modifica- 
tion, and Anton Schindler in 1840 described Beethoven's style of 
playing as "mit wenig Ausnahme stets frei alles Zwanges im Zeitmaasse; 
ein Tempo rubato im eigentlichsten Sinn des Worts . . ." 21 ("with few 
exceptions, invariably free of all inflexibility in tempo; a tempo rubato 
in the real sense of the word . . .") 
At the close of the century, we find Riemann freely interchanging 
the terms agogics and tempo rubato; it is apparent from his definitions 
that the only concept of tempo rubato of which he had any knowledge 
was the current one of tempo modification: 
Agogics. This term relates to the small modifications of tempo 
(also called tempo rubato), which are necessary to genuine 
expression.22 
And from the same source, we quote as follows; 
Tempo rubato is the free treatment of passages of marked ex- 
pression and passion, which forcibly brings out the stringendo- 
calando in the shading of phrases, a feature which, as a rule, 
remains unnoticed.23 
But whether designated by the term tempo rubato or by Riemann's 
pseudo-Greek term "agogics," tempo modification was an important 
^Tiirk, Klavierschule, 2nd ed., p. 421. 
2IAnton Schindler, Biographic von Beethoven, 1st ed. (1840), p. 228, quoted in 
Franz Kullak, Der Vortrag in der Musik am Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig, 
1898), p. 8. 
22Hugo Riemann, Dictionary of Music, trans. J. S. Shedlock of Musiklexikon 
(Philadelphia, 1899), p. 13. 
Klbid., p, 673. 
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stylistic element in the performance practice of the romantic era, reach- 
ing its apogee in the characteristic drive and freedom of motion through 
the long line of the phrase which we associate with the late romantic 
style of Liszt and Wagner. Upon closer observation of certain rubato 
passages from Liszt's piano works, it is apparent that, as a general rule, 
his rubato indications could only pertain to tempo modifications, due to 
the fact that it would be very difficult indeed to perform an accompani- 
ment composed of notes of less durational value than the melody in 
strict time, while allowing the melodic line to proceed in a freely modified 
rhythm. For example, the rubato marking in the following passage from 
the first movement of the E-flat Piano Concerto by Liszt could only be 
interpreted as designating a flexible tempo: 
Fftc. 
j—J jlV.—TEE 
BE? 
rrr >if 
iTins 
As evidence of the characteristic Lisztian handling of agogic nuance, a 
contemporary description of his conducting style is most explicit: 
Wer Liszt je ein Orchesterwcrk dirigiren sah, wird sich erin- 
nern, wie er hier antrieb, dort zuriickhielt, hier eine Weile den 
Strom der Tone im gleichmassigen Fortwogen erhielt, dort die 
Bewegung plotzlich unterbrach, zu Zeiten auch den Stab fallen 
und das Orchester seinen Weg allein weitergehen liess.24 
(Anyone who has ever seen Liszt conduct an orchestral work 
will recall how he would push forward in one passage and hold 
back in another, here maintaining the tonal flow at an even 
pace for a time, there suddenly interrupting the movement, and 
how at times he would even put the baton down and allow the 
orchestra to continue alone.) 
For the purpose of notating agogic fluctuations of greater subtlety than 
the nuances indicated by means of conventional terms and symbols, 
24August Wilhelm Ambros, Culturhistorische Bilder aus dem Musikleben der 
Gegenwart, 2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1865), p. 254. 
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Liszt devised the following symbols, of which he however made only 
slight use in his early piano works: 
i indicate increased rapidity. 
  indicate decreased rapidity. 
- indicate pauses of less duration than the .23 
From an early piano piece dating from 1834, Lyon, the following pass- 
ages exemplifying this manner of designating finely shaded agogic 
nuances have been drawn: 
The double lines 
The single lines 
The —" 
U Ci fcuJ* 
m 
4^ 
Wagner was the other great advocate of this late romantic style of 
performance, which was characterized by a non-metrical concept of 
accentuation within the phrase as well as by a less restrictive treatment 
of agogic nuance. According to Wagnerian precepts, a freely shifting 
tempo was a stylistic attribute of the music of Beethoven and the ro- 
mantic period which followed. 
We may consider it established that in classical music written 
in the later style modification of tempo is a sine qua non.26 
The method Wagner used to establish the direction and degree of 
tempo modification is most ingenious. The basic principle is this: the 
tempo should be adjusted (or established) according to the preponder- 
ance of the melodic or the rhythmic factor, the adagio deriving from the 
sustained tone and the allegro or presto from the rhythmical movement. 
As Wagner expressed it: 
Obviously the proper pace of a piece of music is determined by 
the particular character of the rendering it requires; the ques- 
tion, therefore comes to this: does the sustained tone, the vocal 
element, the cantilena predominate, or the rhythmical move- 
ment? (figuration). The conductor should lead accordingly. 
25Liszt, Early and Late Piano Works, Liszt Society Publications, translated from 
Breitkopf Collected Edition, II, 20. 
^'•Richard Wagner, On Conducting (Ueber das Dirigiren) trans. Edward Dann- 
reuther, 3rd ed. (London, 1919), p. 43. 
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The adagio stands to the allegro as the sustained tone 
stands to the rhythmical movement {figurirte Bewegung). The 
sustained tone regulates the tempo adagio; here the rhythm is 
as it were dissolved in pure tone, the tone per se suffices for the 
musical expression. In a certain delicate sense it may be said 
of the pure adagio that it cannot be taken too slow.27 
And concerning the rhythmical movement as it pertains to allegro 
tempo, Wagner gives this explanation: 
In a certain delicate sense, the allegro may be regarded as the 
final result of a refraction {Brechung) of the pure adagio 
character by the more restless moving figuration. . . . And with 
Mozart, as with Beethoven, the exclusive character of the al- 
legro is only felt when the figuration gets the upper hand of 
the melody (Gesang) that is, when the reaction of the rhythm- 
ical movement against the sustained tone is entirely carried out. 
This is particularly the case in those final movements which have 
grown out of the rondeau, and of which the finales to Mozart's 
Symphony in E flat, and to Beethoven's in A, are excellent 
examples. Here the purely rhythmical movement, so to speak, 
celebrates its orgies; and it is consequently impossible to take 
these movements too quickly. But whatever lies between these 
two extremes is subject to the laws of mutual relationship and 
interdependence; and such laws cannot be too delicately and 
variously applied, for they are fundamentally identical with the 
laws which modify all conceivable nuances of the sustained 
tone.28 
In summary then, the rubato concept underwent several changes in 
interpretation in its evolution from the eighteenth century to the present. 
During the eighteenth century, tempo rubato, as an offshoot of Italian 
vocal practice, was still closely associated with extemporized melodic 
embellishment. Thus tempo rubato referred originally to the freely shift- 
ing, unregulated displacement of durational values within the melodic 
line, the bass or accompanying parts continuing in strict time. During 
the latter half of the eighteenth century in Northern Germany, a new 
rubato practice emerged which might be described as the performance 
of a melodic line in syncopation to the bass parts, by means of a uniform 
anticipation or delay of the melody notes. It is logical to assume that 
the accentual concept of tempo rubato was in turn derived from the 
German practice of playing the melody on the off-beats in syncopation 
with the bass. 
Zllbid., pp. 34-35. A more accurate translation of "figurirte Bewegung" is 
"figural movement." 
Wlbid., pp. 36-38. 
Since the early part of the nineteenth century, tempo rubato has been 
identified with tempo modification in sharp contrast to the eigheenth- 
century rubato practice in which rhythmic modification was restricted 
to the melodic line. Aside from the evidence which points to a cor- 
relation between Chopin's characteristic treatment of tempo rubato and 
the original concept of free rhythmic modification within the melodic 
line, the main agogic trend of the romantic era continued in the direc- 
tion of a freer, more flexible handling of the tempo. Both the intensifica- 
tion of agogic drive through the long line of the phrase and the shift 
in emphasis from the schematic, metrical system of accentuation to a 
freer prose-like declamation culminated in the late romantic concept of 
rhythmic nuance which we associate with the performance practices of 
Wagner and Liszt. The rubato concept of a freely fluctuating tempo was 
one of the most important stylistic attributes contributing to the expressive 
exuberance of the late romantic style. 
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SHAKESPEARE'S FRIEND: A. L. ROWSE'S 
SOUTHAMPTON THEORY 
G. F. Morley-Mower 
Few literary works have aroused more conjecture than Shakespeare's 
sonnets. Since the 18th Century a steady stream of scholars and littera- 
teurs have attempted to make sense of the autobiographical elements 
and to identify sonnet personages. It has become something of an 
English national game, like cricket, played in the usual half-serious vein. 
Samuel Butler and Oscar Wilde represent, as it were, the left wing 
movement, which is devoted to providing intriguing suggestions rather 
than writing literary history. The right wing is held by Sir Sidney Lee 
who refused to believe that autobiographical elements existed in the son- 
nets. In between these two extremes there are a number of schools of 
thought on the matter, separating themselves into what may be called 
the serious and the fanciful. The serious school concentrates on estab- 
lishing the identity of the addressee on the understanding that he was 
a prominent personage and that, since a great deal will be known about 
his life, corroborative evidence can be found in the sonnets. The fanciful 
school rejects evidence that would suggest a prominent person and select 
as addressee someone about whom very little is known. An example from 
the past is William Hall.1 Quite recently Leslie Hotson, endeavouring to 
repeat the remarkable success of his Shakespeare versus Shallow, has pro- 
duced another obscure person as a candidate.2 
Among scholars of the serious school, Henry Wriothesley, Earl of 
Southampton and William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke have for a long 
time been the main contenders for the honour of being the addressee of 
the sonnets. Both were young men of exalted rank while Shakespeare 
was at the height of his powers and they both exhibited a reluctance to 
marry, providing a neat explanation for the early sonnets. Since 1963, 
when he published a biography of Shakespeare,3 Sir Alan Rowse, a noted 
historian of the period, has enthusiastically urged the cause of South- 
ampton. In 1964, he published an edition of the sonnets, with a long 
introduction explaining how obvious it was that Southampton was the 
New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare, the Sonnets, edited by Hyder Edward 
Rollins, (Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott, 1944), Vol. II, pp. 213-218. 
2LesIie Hotson, Mr. W. H., (New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1964). 
3A, L. Rowse, William Shakespeare: A Biography, (New York, Harper and 
Row, 1963). 
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addressee.4 A biography of Southampton dealing with the same question, 
came from his hand in 1965.5 Rowse has been classified as of the serious 
school out of respect for a historian whose works are on everyone's 
shelves. It is the contention of this paper, however, that an enthusiasm 
for one solution of an historical problem, in the absence of reasonable 
proof and in the presence of equally attractive alternative solutions, is 
unhistorical and biassed. 
Rowse's case in all three books does not vary. He begins by offering 
an explanation for the dedication to Mr. W. H. which answers one of the 
objections often raised against the identification of the friend with 
Southampton. He believes "W. H." refers not to Henry Wriothesley, 
Earl of Southampton—why, after all ,should the letters be reversed?— 
but to Sir William Harvey, the third husband of the Countess of South- 
ampton.6 The Countess, mother of the Earl, died in 1607. Rowse en- 
visions the sonnets, which have perhaps been in the possession of the 
family since Shakespeare wrote them, being handed over to Thomas 
Thorpe, the publisher in 1608. It was in 1608 that Sir William was 
about to marry the young Cordelia Annesley, and he would no doubt 
have been turning out drawers and disposing of some possessions in 
preparation for his bride. This conjecture Rowse attempts to support by 
reminding us that in 1609 Shakespeare was approaching the end of his 
career. "Mr. W. H." would be correct usage, according to Rowse.7 Mr. 
was always pronounced master; Rowse says that the Countess of South- 
ampton herself, in her letters addressed her second husband as Master 
Heneage and Sir William Harvey as Master Harvey, but he gives no 
evidence for this assertion. Not everyone will be convinced, even if 
Rowse is right, that what was proper usage for a noblewoman to her 
husband would necessarily be proper usage for Thomas Thorpe, Sta- 
tioner, to Sir William Harvey. Thorpe's phrase "the well-wishing ad- 
venturer in setting forth" is suggested as referring to London's enthusiasm, 
in 1608, for the founding of the new plantation of Virginia by the Virginia 
Company in which Southampton was an adventurer and later took a 
leading part; and that "eternitie promised by our ever-living poet" refers 
to Sir William Harvey's own marriage and expectation of children.8 
4A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, (New York, Harper and Row, 1964). 
6A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Southampton: Patron of Virginia, (New York, 
Harper and Row, 1965). 
6A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, p. vi. 
I Ibid, p. xi. 
8A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Southampton, p. 200, 
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Venus and Adonis was printed in 1593 and was dedicated to the Earl 
of Southampton. Next year, 1594, the promised "graver labour" The 
Rape of Lucrece was offered to the public and again dedicated to the 
same patron. Adonis is seen by Rowse as a recognizable portrait of 
Southampton, a handsome youth, ten years younger than Shakespeare, 
who succeeded to his title at the age of eight. It was of grave impor- 
tance that he marry and provide an heir. It was said that when he 
came of age in 1594 he had to pay a large sum to Lord Burghley for 
breach of promise in regard to his granddaughter. Lady Elizabeth Vere.9 
He was rich and spoiled, feminine of feature and dress, wearing his hair 
in long ringlets as we can see from the miniature by Nicholas Hilliard.10 
There does seem to be some evidence of his sexual tastes being ambivalent. 
Rowse tells the story, among others of the same type, of one Captain 
Piers Edmonds who, while Southampton was campaigning in Ireland 
with the Earl of Essex, "ate and drank at his table and lay in his 
tent. The Earl of Southampton would cull and hug him in his arms and 
play wantonly with him." 11 Though he later married Elizabeth Vernon 
and the marriage was reported to be happy, in 1592, when Venus and 
Adonis was being composed, he was certainly averse to marriage and had 
attached himself with enthusiasm to the Earl of Essex and his cause. 
Pie was then 18 and Shakespeare 28. 
Rowse makes the assumption that Southampton was Shakespeare's 
friend to whom the sonnets were addressed, and also his patron. There- 
fore he dates the early sonnets from 1592, when Venus and Adonis, dedi- 
cated to Southampton, was being written. Once this identification and 
date has been proposed, other pieces of evidence are fitted into place. 
1592 and 1593 were plague-years. Most of the theatres were closed in 
consequence, and that meant that Shakespeare's livelihood was gone.13 
Rowse's historical imagination provides a moving picture of the young 
poet's plight during this period when so many poets died, including 
Robert Greene, Thomas Watson, Thomas Kyd and Richard Peele. We 
know nothing of Shakespeare's circumstances at this time, however, so 
his financial insecurity and his dependence on his patron, if he had one, 
are guesswork. The only certainty in this fabric of conjecture is that 
Shakespeare dedicated Venus and Adonis (1593) and the Rape of 
9A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, p. 16. 
WA. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Southampton, opp. p. 149. 
Ulbid. p. 162. 
12Rowse, William Shakespeare p. 178. 
Ulbid. p. 178. 
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Lucrece (1594) to Southampton. There is no evidence that he was 
Shakespeare's patron or that he had any further connection with 
Southampton beyond the dedication of these two works. ta 
Hilt It is part of Rowse's case, however, to stress patronage and the duty 
aspects of the early sonnets in passages such as, 
ESS. "I 
Lord of my love, to whom in vasselage 
They merit hath my duty strongly knit. 
To thee I send this written embassage, 
To witness duty, not to show my wit. 
Is 
i:. 
If thou wilt leave me, do not leave me last 
When other petty griefs have done their spite 
But in the onset come; 
he is seen as expressing the totality of his dependance on Southampton.14 
Again in sonnet 92 
When in sonnet 90, Shakespeare writes— 
liFa But do thy worst to steal thyself away, 
For term of life thou art assured mine; :■ 
jfe 
And life no longer than thy love will stay, 
For it depends upon that love of thine— 
Rowse infers that Shakespeare, instead of using the standard hyperbolic ^ 
language of the Elizabethan Sonnet, is suddenly struck by the necessity of p' 
telling the literal truth—that his very life depends on the support of his 
patron. 
In this connection E. K. Chambers quotes Sir William Davenant as 
saying that "my Lord Southampton at one time gave him (Shakespeare) 
a thousand pounds to enable him to go through with a purchase he had a 
mind to." 16 Rowse discusses this and thinks a thousand pounds would be 
an impossibly large sum and that one hundred pounds would probably 
have been sufficient for Shakespeare to have bought his share in the Lord 
Chamberlain's Company on its formation in 1594.17 It is a considerable 
leap in the dark to attach a not very specific remark of Sir William 
Davenant—"a purpose he has a mind to"—with Shakespeare's share in s 
the Lord Chamberlain's Company. But Rowse suggests this connection tt 
pt 
Ulbid. p. 178. 
ISlbid. p. 188. 
16E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1930) Vol. 
II, pp. 276-77. 
I'Rowse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, p. xxx. 
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it 3 
and thus attempts to strengthen his case by proposing that Southampton 
was not only Shakespeare's patron, but his prime benefactor and the 
foundation of all his subsequent prosperity. He offers, however, no 
additional evidence to support his theories. 
Other less important references are fitted in to the Southampton hy- 
pothesis. "The painful warrior famoused for might" (25) is identified as 
Sir Walter Raleigh, who went to the block in 1592.13 The reference to the 
"mortal moone" (92) is often thought to refer to Queen Elizabeth and 
is usually said to refer either to her death in 160319 or, as Hotson has 
recently suggested, to the Spanish Armada's crescent-shaped formation 
as it sailed against England in 1588.20 Rowse, to fit it into his system, 
suggests that it refers to the Lopez conspiracy of 1594, when a Dr. Lopez, 
the queen's personal physician, was discovered to be in correspondence 
with Spain to poison her. He reinforces this identification by suggesting 
that "olives of endless age" three lines later on, refers to the capitulation 
of Paris to Henry IV in March 1594 that brought to an end the religious 
wars in France.21 
The rival poet referred to in sonnets 76-86, is identified by Rowse as 
Christopher Marlowe. There is no evidence that would establish a posi- 
tive identification of this sort but Marlowe fits in well with his scheme of 
dating the sonnets, since Marlowe was killed at Deptford, in a tavern 
brawl in 1593.22 Shakespeare seems to have been deeply disturbed by 
this intruder who, being a poet and a good one, cut across his relationship 
with the yong man. He refers to his own verse being "so far from 
variation and quick change" (76), intimating that he is falling behind 
in fashion and unable to change his style, so well-formed that "every 
word doth almost tell my name". (76) This aspect of the theme is 
turned over again in sonnet 82; 
Thou art as fair in knowledge as in hue. 
Finding thy worth a limit past my praise; 
And therefore art enforced to seek anew 
Some fresher stamp of the time-bettering days. 
The sequence comes to a climax with sonnet 86—"Was it the proud full 
sail of his great verse," which seems to place the rival poet in the pas.L 
l^Rowse, William Shakespeare, p. 146. 
^Rollins, II, p. 59. 
20Hotson, p. 75. 
21Rowse, William Shakespeare, 182. 
22Rowse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, p. xx. 
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and Rowse seizes on this point to conjecture that the "able spirit" must 
be Marlowe and that he left the scene abruptly between the writing of 
sonnet 85, which is in the present tense, and sonnet 86.23 This is a wild 
step to take and the suggestion of past time in the sonnet will not bear 
the weight of identification with Marlowe or his sudden demise. 
There are other allusions in sonnet 86 which are tantalizingly opaque 
in meaning; 
Was it his spirit, by spirits taught to write 
Above a mortal pitch, that struck me dead? 
No, neither he nor his compeers by night 
Giving him aid, my verse astonished; 
He, nor that affable familiar ghost 
Which nightly gulls him with intelligence. 
Rowse says that the "affable familiar ghost" could refer either to Mar- 
lowe's atheism and dabbling in magic or perhaps to the character of 
Mephistophilis in Dr. Faustus,24 but, once again ,the words will not bear 
such a precise meaning in relation to Marlowe and his writings. They 
bear more relation to Chapman's works, but this does not fit in with 
Rowse's scheme. He suggests, to add anything, however slight, that might 
build up his case that Shakespeare had Marlowe's death in mind when, 
in As Tou Like It, he wrote "It strikes a man more dead than a great 
reckoning in a little room" 25 and in the same play quoted Marlowe's 
famous lines; 
Dead Shepherd, now I find thy saw of might; 
Who ever loved that loved not at first sight; (26) 
but this sort of haphazard evidence adds nothing to his case. 
It is unfortunate that such minor evidences and allusions, bordering 
on the irrelevant, are thrown in by Rowse, simply because the one genu- 
ine fact—the date of Marlow's death—is useful for his scheme. Every- 
thing presented seems to be unconvincing, except the suggestion that, if 
Shakespeare was not being ironical, praise of the rival's "great verse" 
could apply with more justice to Marlowe than any other poet of the 
time. 
23Rowse, William Shakespeare, p. 175. 
MI bid. p. 175. 
&As Tou Like It, III, iii, 12-13. 
26,4.! Tou Like It, III, v, 79-80. 
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Finally, Rowse draws our attention to sonnet 124, where "the fools of 
time, which die for goodness, who have lived for crime," are judged to be 
Robert Southwell, Henry Walpole and others who were executed in the 
winter of 1594-5, at the height of the government campaign against the 
Jesuits.27 He provides no evidence for his view but suggests that South- 
ampton and his mother, though Catholics, were not involved in any 
political activities for their religion and would have disapproved of the 
Jesuit missionaries. The sonnet, in Rowse's interpretation, expresses the 
sentiment that Shakespeare's love was not a matter of policy but also 
infers that the Southampton family, and Shakespeare himself, were 
government supporters and had only scorn for the misguided martyrs.28 
The text hardly supports such a forced interpretation. On the assump- 
tion that the first group of sonnets (1-126) are not to be dated later in 
time than the second group (127-154) Rowse thinks the sonnets end in 
1595.29 
We can see that there is very little external evidence that can be 
used for precisely dating the sonnets. If Thorpe published them in 1609 
then they must have been written by 1609. That is all. All the evidence 
is within the sonnets themselves and a multitude of interpretations can 
be made of each significant text. The proponents of both Souhampton 
and Pembroke have an easy task proving that, as young men, they did 
not desire to marry and that Shakespeare may well have been hired or 
have volunteered his services to indicate the path of prudence. 
Almost as good a case can be made out that the sonnets were mainly 
dutiful offerings to a patron from a desperately insecure poet, as that 
they were sincere outpourings of admiration to a remarkable young noble- 
man, destined later to become a great man. The reference to Queen 
Elizabeth (92) can equally be to her death or to her danger from the 
Lopez Conspiracy. The "fools of time" (124) can be the Jesuit mis- 
sionaries or Guy Fawkes and the other conspirators of the Gunpowder 
Plot. The dark woman is not of any importance, for she cannot be a 
prominent person and is unlikely to be identified correctly. 
The case for Southampton has two main strengths, which are the 
identification of the rival poet with Marlowe and the likelihood of 
Shakespeare's actual situation during those plague years of 1592 and 1593 
being much as described by A. L. Rowse. The weakness of the case 
27Rowse, Shakespeare's Southampton, p. 92. 
Wlbid. p. 92. 
^R'owse, Shakespeare's Sonnets, p. xxiii. . 
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is that there is no evidence of Southampton being Shakespeare's patron 
beyond the two dedications to Venus and Adonis and The Rape of 
Lucrece. Moreover, if he was homosexual, as Rowse believes, he would 
be unlikely to be tempted to steal his friend's mistress, and the whole story 
of the sonnets would be different. An even stronger objection is that if 
Southampton was his patron during the period of writing the sonnets 
the client was taking enormous liberties with his own livelihood by re- 
buking him for his love of flattery (84), for self-satisfaction (67), for 
keeping the poet waiting all night and then not keeping his appointment 
(57), and for lascivious behaviour (95, 96). Lastly and most damning, 
the sonnets punning on Will (135, 136 and 143) do not fit Henry 
Wriothesley, and Rowse is notably silent on this evidence since it does not 
favour his candidate. 
The irritating thing about A. L. Rowse's approach to the Sonnets is 
that he very rarely admits he is theorizing. His method is to state, as if 
it were an established fact, a half-truth like "Shakespeare's patron, the 
only recipient of his dedications, was the young Earl of Southampton." 30 
He then proceeds to pile on facts that seem to support his proposition. 
He entirely avoids, in this instance, the crucial question of whether there 
is any evidence at all for Southampton being Shakespeare's patron. He 
gives an extended biographical sketch of Southampton, places this sketch 
alongside a more extended biographical account of Shakespeare and 
asserts their relationship as if he has a revelation from heaven about it. 
It reads interestingly to the general reader and one incidentally learns a 
good deal about the historical background of the time, but it is not 
literary history. It is a sort of sleight of hand. He takes advantage of 
his position, that of a history don of some eminence, to persuade the 
reader that there is a virtual certainty where there is nothing of the 
kind. 
In an article published in the Times on the 26th of April 1969,31 
Shakespeare's birthday, Rowse again returned to the subject and, while 
producing nothing new to the point, took the opportunity to misrepresent 
the case for Pembroke. "We can dispose of Lord Herbert at once," he 
writes, "there is nothing.;,whatever;to connect, him with the Sonnets. At 
the.time they were .being written, .between. 1592 and 1594^95, he was. a 
hoy. aged 12 to. ll.r . One . does .not write sonnets to a boy of 12 urging , him 
30A. L, Rowse, William Shakespeare, p. 138. 
31A. L. Rowse, "The 'Mr. W. H.' of Shakespeare's Sonnets—and his Tomb," 
The London Times, April 26, 1969, p. 9. " -   1 '• " I 
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to get married right quick and do his duty to his family having children— 
which is what Shakespeare was urging young Southampton to do, quite 
rightly, at 19 to 21. Secondly, when the boy Herbert grew up he was an 
unadulterated heterosexual-quite different from the ambivalent, rather 
feminine young lord of the Sonnets, who will not do his duty and get 
married, precisely Southampton's case. So let us hear no more about 
Lord Herbert: it makes no more sense than William Hatcliffe, Prince of 
Purpoole, or Windsor Herald, or Oscar Wilde's invented Willie Hughes 
or, for that matter, the Mad Hatter. They are all equally nonsense, and 
in the realm of nonsense there are no comparatives." In judging this 
passage, one finds oneself accusing Rowse of either ignorance or dis- 
honesty. If he does not know that the case for Pembroke dates the be- 
ginning of the Sonnets to 1599, he is ignorant. If he does know this, 
then he must also know that in 1600 Pembroke had got Mary Fitton 
into trouble and had ended up in the Fleet, and was certainly not, in 
1599, a boy of 12 or 14. The conclusion is forced on one that Rowse is 
simply being journalistic, in the vulgar sense of the word, scoring debat- 
ing points against his opponents without regard for truth. In the ordi- 
nary case it would not be worth while to pursue a scholar who has 
published a theory by raising objections to every step in his argument. 
J. Dover Wilson, for instance, has argued strongly for Pembroke,32 but 
his tone is entirely different from Rowse's. When he is guessing, he says 
so; and he openly praises the guess-work of other scholars in this most 
specialized of all guessing-games. The procedure whereby conjecture is 
laid upon conjecture may be useless, but Wilson is completely honest and 
nowhere does more than argue, with enthusiasm, for his candidate. 
Rowse, however, bullies and blusters, breaks the rules of historical evi- 
dence at every turn and calls anyone who does not agree with him 
nonsensical. He wraps the mantle of the great historian around himself 
while writing pot-boilers for the general public and does not explain or 
apologize. The literary scholar has every right to complain. 
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TILLICH'S TRANSCENDED THEISM— 
WITH A NOD TO THE DEATH OF GOD 
Ben F. Wade 
The title given to this article attempts to suggest that the major con- 
cern is to look at Paul Tillich's concept of God with a view to determin- 
ing whether his concept of God can accommodate the idea of the death 
of God. It is important at the beginning to understand what Tillich 
means by the term "God." Tillich suggests that God is whatever con- 
cerns one ultimately or unconditionally.1 Such a statement leaves itself 
open to the interpretation that "God" could mean almost anything,2 
except that Tillich makes his position more explicit when he says that 
man can ultimately be genuinely concerned only about that which is 
actually ultimate for him.3 The way man speaks about the subject of his 
ultimate concern must be meaningful in every age so that one is careful 
not to make God less than the ultimate, less than God in the sense of 
being unconditioned.4 Although not a perfect synonym, Tillich accepts 
"infinite concern," or even better, "ultimate or unconditional seriousness" 
as a very good synonym for "ultimate concern." 5 Tillich insists on the im- 
portance of clarifying the meaning of the term "ultimate concern" 
before one asks more about the content of that concern.6 
Man's ultimate concern must be directed toward something concrete 
through which the ultimate is manifest.7 That which is of ultimate con- 
cern for man is so only because it is ultimate, and it is of ultimate 
concern for man precisely because it is manifest in something concrete. 
This tension necessarily characterizes the idea of God. "The conflict 
between the concreteness and the ultimacy of religious concern is actual 
wherever God is experienced and this experience is expressed." 8 
tPaul Tillich, Systematic Theology Vol. I (Chicago; Univ. of Chicago Press, 
1951), p. 211. 
2William L. Rowe, "The Meaning of 'God' in Tillich's Theology," Journal of 
Religion, Vol. XLII, No. 4 (October, 1962), p. 274. 
3TiIlich, Vol. I, pp. 21, 211, 248. See also Paul Tillich, Dynamics of Faith (N.Y.: Harper, 1956), p. 19. 
4Paul Tillich, "Where do We Go from Plere in Theology," Religion in Life, 
Vol. XXV (Winter, 1955-56), pp. 5-34. 
5D. M. Brown, ed., Ultimate Concern (N.Y.: Harper, 1965), pp. 7 £F, 26. 
^Ibid., pp. 19ff. 
'Tillich, Vol. I, pp. 211, 277. 
sIbid., p. 211. 
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Tillich also speaks of ultimate concern in terms of the holy. "The holy 
is the quality of that which concerns man ultimately. Only that which is 
holy can give man his ultimate concern, and only that which gives man 
ultimate concern has the quality of holiness." 9 Tillich insists, however, 
that holiness can become holy only through concrete objects or media. 
The requirement that God be both concrete and ultimate or absolute 
at the same time undercuts the basis of polytheism and pushes beyond 
an exclusive monotheism to trinitarian monotheism, which is "an attempt 
to speak of the living God, the God in whom the ultimate and the con- 
crete are united." 10 
Man symbolizes that which is the object of his ultimate concern in 
terms taken from his own being.11 Man uses human language, as the 
only language he has, when speaking about his ultimate concern, about 
God. This language, when applied to God, is necessarily symbolic, except 
in one notable case which will be explored a bit later. Literal language 
places intolerable limits upon God which symbolic language avoids. 
Symbolic language leaves itself open for greater potential meaning than 
literal language can express.12 Since no one symbol can adequately de- 
scribe the divine, man must use many symbols to speak about God.13 
GOD AS BEING 
Tillich suggests, however, that there is one non-symbolic statement 
which can be made about God; that God is being-itself. This is an 
affirmation of what God is, literally, beyond the situation of revelation- 
it speaks of what God is in himself. God is 
the ground of the ontological structure of being without being 
subject to this structure himself. He is the structure of every- 
thing that has being. . . . [That God is being itself is] the most 
9Tillich, Vol. I, p. 215. 
wIbid., pp. 228, 25011; Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. Ill (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1963), pp. 283ff. 
UTillich, Vol. I, p. 243. 
mbid., p. 241. 
l3George F. McLean, "Man's Knowledge of God According to Paul Tillich, A 
Thomistic Critique," Abstract of Ph.D. dissertation, Catholic University, Wash- 
ington, D.G., 1958, p. 8; Paul Tillich, "Theology and Symbolism," Religious 
Symbolism, ed. F. E. Johnson (New York: Institute for Religious and Social 
Studies—Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 108. Paul Tillich, The Protestant Era, 
(Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1948). pp. 119, 163; Vol. I, pp 238ff; and 
see extended discusssion of symbol in Dynamics of Faith. 
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abstract and completely unsymbolic statement which is possible 
[about God],14 
Tillich makes his point even clearer when he insists that after one has 
made this statement about God, "nothing else can be said about God as 
God which is not symbolic," 15 which does not point to something beyond 
itself. 
One must forever avoid saying that God is a being since this would 
make God one being alongside others. God is, unconditionally, but does 
not exist in himself. Tillich throws out the traditional arguments for the 
existence of God saying that even to argue as to whether God exists is 
blasphemy. Tillich does, however, observe that the traditional arguments 
can be of some value, not as "proofs" of God's existence, and not to make 
God's reality a matter of rational conclusion, but as demonstration that 
man can and does ask the question of God. The traditional arguments are 
expressions of this question, not the answer to the question.16 God is 
not a case of being. He is the ground of being, or the power of being, 
that which overcomes and includes nonbeing, the creative source of 
everything that has being, the power by which everything that is is. Every 
case of to be is a manifestation of the power of being, but is never pre- 
cisely that of which it is a manifestation, in that it never exhausts the 
meaning of that of which it is a manifestation.1' 
"As being-itself God is beyond the contrast of essential and existential 
being." 18 "As the power of being, God transcends every being and also 
the totality of beings—the world. Being-itself is beyond finitude and 
infinity. ... All beings are transcended by their creative ground." 19 
The conclusion here is, then, that all that can be said about God as he 
really is, God as God, God in his inmost being, is that God is being-itself. 
It is clear that Tillich uses the terms being-itself, ground of being and 
^Tillich, Vol. I, p. 239; Paul Tillich, Love, Power and Justice (N.Y.: Oxford, 
1954), p. 109. 
"Tillich, Vol. I, p. 239. 
KIbid., pp. 205-206; Vol. II, p. 14; Daniel Day Williams, "Tillich's Doctrine 
of God, "Philosophical Forum, Vol. XVIII (1960-1961), p. 43; see also Tillich's 
"Religionsphilosophie," Lehrbuch der Philosophic, ed. Max Dessior (Berlin: 
Ullstein, 1925) Vol. II; Die Philosophic in ihren Einzelgebieten, esp. p. 798 where 
Tillich indicates that the real question is not whether or not God exists: my free 
translation of "die Frage nach . . . wehr ist oder nicht." 
"Tillich, Vol. I, pp. 191, 273, 238-239; Love, Power and Justice pp. 37ff, 
109-110; Kegley, C. W. and Bretall, R. W. (ed) The Theology of Paul Tillich (N. Y.: Macmillan 1952) pp. 195, 335, 341. 
"Tillich, Vol. I, p. 236. 
Ulbid., p. 237. 
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power of being interchangeably, but he still prefers "being-itself" as the 
most adequate term applicable to God and the only non-symbolic term.20 
Tillich further speaks of God as Living, as Love, as Father, etc.—sym- 
bolically understood. But now consider what Tillich means when he 
speaks of "God above God," or more precisely, "God above the God of 
theism." Tillich is convinced that any adequate doctrine of God must 
transcend an unreflective personalistic theism which speaks of God as if 
he were a being alongside other beings, as a person alongside other per- 
sons. It is not even adequate to speak of God as the highest being above 
other beings, since "highest" or "above" is only one direction of "along- 
sideness." 21 
Tillich distinguishes three kinds of theism, all of which must be 
transcended. Theism might mean "the unspecified affirmation of God 
. . . [not knowing] what it means if it uses the name of God."22 
Theism might also mean the divine-human encounter. This is "the non- 
mystical side of biblical religion and historical Christianity,"23 which 
emphasizes the person-to-person relationship with God, the personalistic 
image of God and idea of prayer, the idea of divine purpose, and the 
conflict between a holy God and sinful man. Theism might also take the 
form of "theological theism," which, like the first form of theism, affirms 
God, and develops the arguments for the existence of God, and which, 
like the second form of theism, establishes "a doctrine of God which 
transforms the person-to-person encounter with God into a doctrine about 
two persons who may or may not meet but who have a reality inde- 
pendent of each other." 24 
Tillich suggests that the first form of theism must be transcended 
because it is irrelevant, that the second form of theism must be tran- 
scended because it represents only half the picture, it is one-sided, and 
that the third form of theism must be transcended because it is wrong, 
because it is bad theology in that it makes God a being beside others 
even though God may be considered to be the most important being. As 
a being, God would be subject to the subject-object structure of reality, 
20Brown, Ultimate Concern, p. 46. 
21Tillich, "Reply to Interpretation and Criticism," Kegley and Bretali, p. 341; 
Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology Vol. II (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 
1957), p. 12. 
22Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1952), 
p. 182. 
2376id., p. 183. 
Wlbid., p. 184, 
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and as is man, be a mere object. Tillich is convinced that this is an in- 
adequate concept of God. In other words, theism makes it impossible 
to speak meaningfully about God as being-itself. If it is insisted that 
theism be transcended, and if we still wish to speak of God, then it is 
necessary to speak of the God above God, the God above the God of 
theism. Only this God can be the ultimate source of the courage man 
needs to take into himself the anxiety produced by the threat of non- 
being. Only this God can be the object of man's ultimate concern. 
Tillich says that "the God above the God of theism is present, although 
hidden, in every divine-human encounter. ... If God encounters man 
God is neither object nor subject and is therefore above the scheme into 
which theism has forced him." 25 In this divine-human encounter, "per- 
sonalism with respect to God is balanced by a transpersonal presence of 
the divine." 26 The awareness of the paradoxical character of this en- 
counter—that forgiveness is possible only if the power of God's accept- 
ance (grace) is operative in man; paradoxical in that every prayer is 
spoken to someone who is not some one, and asked of someone from 
whom you cannot ask because he has already given; that the "thou" 
to 'whom you pray is nearer than any "other," nearer than the self Is to 
itself,—all this "drives the religious consciousness toward a God above 
the God of theism." 27 It is precisely this God above God, the power of 
being, who is "the source of . . . [the] affirmation of meaning within 
meaningless, of certitude within doubt," 28 and not the God of traditional 
theism. It is necessary to transcend the God of traditional theism since 
he ' "is God limited by man's finite conceptions." 29 
TILLICH II 
A change has taken place in Tillich's concept of God. Even though 
the modification is obvious in Volume II of Tillich's Systematic Theology, 
many recent interpreters of Tillich's theology have either overlooked the 
ttlbid., p. 187. 
bid. 
Vlbid. 
28Tillich, Volume 11, p. 12. 
25Brown, Ultimate Concern, p. 51; Paul Tillich, "My Belief in Faith," Realities, 
No. 177 (August, 1965), pp. 69-70. 
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change or treated it as unimportant.30 Either of these approaches seems 
to be unfair to Tillich. If he has modified his position, any critical 
evaluations should take this modification into account. The substance 
and implications of this mpdification can now be indicated. 
Subsequent to the publication of Volume I, and prior to the publica- 
tion of Volume II, Tillich consistently maintained that there is one non- 
symbolic predicate applicable to God: that God is being-itself.31 This is 
another way of saying that there is at least one thing beyond the revela- 
tory situation that Tillich knows about God as he is in himself: God is 
being-itself. All other assertions about God are symbolic. 
Even though most of what has been said about Tillich's concept of 
God is still valid, a significant change is observable, now that Tillich 
affirms that being-itself is not a non-symbolic predicate applicable to 
God. He is no longer willing to say that in himself God is literally being- 
itself. Rather, he says "that everything religion has to say about God, 
including his qualities, actions, and manifestations^ has a symbolic charac- 
ter, and that the meaning of 'God' is completely missed if one takes the 
symbolic language literally."32 Therefore, "being-itself" must now be 
included in the category of the symbolic, and Tillich is no longer in the 
presumptious position of insisting that he knows something about God 
that is beyond the revelatory situation, an idea precluded by his own 
understanding of revelation. Now, "being-itself" is on the same level 
as other symbols, ontological or personal. The situation is no longer that 
there Is one non-symbolic predicate and many other symbols, but that all 
statements about God are symbolic. Therefore, the question is now 
whether the ontological or the personal symbols are more adequate. Til- 
lich still evaluates the ontological symbols as more comprehensive and 
abstract, and therefore more adequate than the personal symbols. Tillich 
SOpor example, see Rowe, "The Meaning of 'God' in Tillich's Theology," pp. 
274-286; McLean, "Man's Knowledge of God According to Paul Tillich," p. 8; 
Frederick Sontag, "Bibical Authority and Tillich's Search for the Ultimate," 
Journal of Bible and Religion, Vol. XXX, No. 4 (October, 1962), pp. 278-283; 
Thomas E. McCollough, "The Ontology of Tillich and Biblical Personalism," 
Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol. XV, No. 3 (September, 1952), pp. 266-281; 
and J. Heywood Thomas, Paul Tillich: An Appraisal (London: SCM Press, 
1963), p. 54. 
SlTillich, Volume I, pp. 235ff; Love, Power and Justice, pp. 107ff; A. T. 
Mollegcn, "Christology and Biblical Criticism in Tillich," in Kegley and Bretall, 
pp. 235ff. 
32Tillich, Volume II, p. 9. 
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maintains that "being-itself" is now the most adequate symbolic de- 
scription of God.33 
Since Tillich now thinks of God not only as transpersonal (beyond and 
inclusive of the category of the personal), but also as trans-being-itself, he 
is giving a more adequate recognition of the mystery beyond the revela- 
tory situation, and therefore is no longer liable for the criticism that 
his position is presumptious and methodologically inconsistent. 
Even though Tillich has been accused, (chiefly by personalistically 
oriented theists), of doing less than justice to personal symbols in his 
preference for ontological symbols, and even though Tillich himself 
acknowledges the impersonal "sound" of some of the ontological symbols 
(being itself, power of being), it must be recognized that for Tillich, the 
ontological symbols always include the personal symbols. Tillich can 
affirm both, since he uses the term "being" as the symbol which is most 
adequately abstract and comprehensive of all media through which reve- 
lation does or could occur, and since for Tillich God manifests himself 
in the highest form of media, the person. Revelation of the power of 
being as an actual event is always a manifestation of God as personal 
but not as a person. Tillich must speak of being since it includes both the 
personal and the impersonal, but he can and must also always affirm that 
apart from the personal dimension^ no manifestation of God is possible. 
It is time for that nod to the Death of God. In light of what has been 
said about Tillich's concept of God, several very brief observations about 
the death of God theologies can be made. First, if participants in the 
death of God movement are speaking not about the death of God at all 
but about the death of some of our traditional language about God, then 
there would be some legitimate correlation possible between such a death 
of God theology and Tillich's concept of God. I do not think that this is 
mainly what is meant, and if the primary spokesmen for the movement, 
Althizer and Hamilton, do indeed mean to speak of the death of some of 
our language about God rather than the death of God himself, then they 
should say so. As a matter of fact, and probably to their dismay, after 
reading some of their most recent publications one is not less convinced 
but even more convinced of the necessity of God-talk in Christian 
theology. 
Next, there seems to be no room in Tillich's theological system for the 
historical event of the death of God. And whatever this means, it seems 
Mlbid., pp. lOff 
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to imply the death or dissolution of the history of Christianity. Therefore, 
since this is part of Althizer's position, it should be obvious, if our analysis 
of Tillich's concept of God is anywhere near correct, that Althizer's 
affirmation that Tillich "fathered" the death of God movement is to 
entirely mis-locate the real parentage of the movement. 
Further, it must be insisted that Tillich's system cannot accommodate 
Hamilton's atheistic christology; which affirms that God is dead and that 
what we as Christians must do is to be obedient as Jesus was obedient. 
Tillich (and also the New Testament) would see this as a contradiction 
in terms and would not know how it would be possible to be obedient 
as Jesus was obedient outside the context of obedience to God,—the 
only obedience Jesus knew. 
Remembering that the death of God movement is getting no more 
than a nod in trying to develop some perspective on its relationship to 
Tillich's concept of God and thereby risking oversimplification, one 
nevertheless must parenthetically suggest that response to the movement 
need not be one of total embrace. Neither must it be one of total re- 
jection in which one would say with a Billy Graham: "God is nol dead; 
I talked to him this morning." Most of the responses will fall in between 
these extremes, and will be appreciative of the movement's having caused 
some contemporary men to take seriously the question of God and their 
responsibility to be Christians in their own cultural context. 
However, theologicans must somehow get beyond the usual theologian's 
temptation to say only pleasant things about what their colleagues write- 
so, that when the occasion demands it—even while being full apprecia- 
tive of the positive contributions of these colleagues—they can also muster 
the courage to affirm that in the context of Christian theology, the way 
these colleagues are speaking sometimes amounts to theological nonsense. 
CONCLUSION: 
It is clearly false to charge that Tillich's concept of a "God above the 
God of theism" is either a denial of theism or an affirmation of the 
event of the death of God. Tillich is not trying to eliminate theism, but 
to develop a way of speaking about God that avoids the intolerable 
limitations which the language of traditional theism places upon God. 
Therefore, even though Tillich is rarely accused of preserving theism, 
he does give a clue as to how theism can be preserved at the same time 
that it is transcended, 
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THE ROLE OF PUBLIC POLICY IN 
URBAN MILK MARKET DEVELOPMENT: 
THE MEXICAN EXPERIENCE 
by 
Paul H. Kipps 
Major urban centers in most low income countries currently are ex- 
periencing rapid growth in population and consumer incomes. A gen- 
erally buoyant demand for food normally accompanies such conditions. 
Population growth produces an approximately equal rate of increase 
in the demand for food while higher incomes both increase total demand 
and alter the composition of purchases in favor of certain types of food 
such as milk and other livestock products. 
A significant increase in the demand for a particular product such as 
milk will not automatically elicit a corresponding increase in product sup- 
ply at either the farm or retail level. Total product volume for a par- 
ticular local market may be increased simply by expanding the traditional 
supply area. Such an increase, however, may simultaneously create new 
problems and pressures for the processing and marketing segments of the 
industry affected, particularly if the increased consumption is accom- 
panied by an increase in the demand for market services such as pasteuri- 
zation in the case of fluid milk. 
In villages and rural areas the same household is both the producing 
and consuming unit for many products. Under these conditions the need 
for marketing services such as changes in location, form, and time are 
relatively insignificant. In a rapidly developing urban market situation, 
however, production, marketing or processing, and consumption are 
physically and geographically separated. The demand for marketing 
services, therefore, may expand at a greater rate than tire actual volume 
of product itself. Still the growth in marketing services is closely related 
to the actual growth in product volume, and the latter is dependent 
both on the pull generated by increases in effective consumer demand 
and the responsiveness of basic product supply at the farm level. Conven- 
tional marketing interests necessarily are affected by developments on 
both the demand and supply sides of the market. Such developments 
may result from the relatively unhindered working out of economic and 
technical forces or the direct and indirect-intervention of the-public 
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sector in the affairs of the market, 
factors is the more likely situation. 
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Some combination of all these 
The role of the public sector in market development and growth is of 
particular importance. Because it is subject to the direct control of one 
or more administrative units, public policy can be designed to alter 
substantially the general character of the market. Such modifications may 
either increase or retard the overall pattern of market expansion and 
modernization as well as influence the general level of consumer welfare. 
MEXICO CITY: AN EXAMPLE 
Mexico City is representative of the rapidly growing urban centers 
referred to above. The metropolitan area has grown steadily during the 
politically stable period since 1930, and particularly during the last decade 
and a half.1 The market for fluid milk in Mexico City likewise affords an 
example of a local market experiencing many of the conditions outlined 
just above. The product is widely used by all segments of the population, 
although consumption rates are generally higher for high income families. 
Market volume, therefore tends to increase both because of population 
growth and of generally rising income levels for the city as a whole. 
Production and marketing of regular fluid milk in the market is con- 
trolled by private conventional dairy interests. The public sector, how- 
ever, intervenes indirectly by regulating milk prices and by specifying 
minimum product quality standards. Also an agency of the federal gov- 
ernment intervenes more directly by manufacturing reconstituted milk 
from imported nonfat dry milk and domestically produced vegetable 
oil. The product is sold below the market cost to low income families. 
Public sector intervention in each instance tends to alter the general 
structure of the market. Programs of the several public agencies involved 
are not always complementary but in general appear to have contributed 
positively to consumer welfare, at least in the short run. Their overall 
impact on market expansion and modernization, however, is less certain. 
The market as a whole, including reconstituted milk, has grown steadily 
but the volume of fluid whole milk is supplied by private dairy interests 
has not changed significantly for more than a decade. 
IThe rate of growth has averaged over 5 percent per year; Banco de Mexico, 
S.A., Projections of Supply and Demand for Agricultural Products in Mexico to 
1965,1970, and 1975, 1965, pp. 12 and 13, 
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SIZE OF THE MARKET 
The current population of the Mexico City metropolitan area is about 
6.6 million. The annual growth rate in recent years has been in the 
neighborhood of 5 percent. Consumption of milk in all forms, or total 
market volume, is estimated to be 1.5 million liters per day. Annual per 
capita availability is about 84 liters. Regular fluid whole milk accounts 
for about 67 percent of the total; reconstituted, evaporated, and dried 
milk make up the remainder. 
Total market volume can be divided into several classes or grades as 
shown in Table 1. Consumer expenditure for milk can be determined by 
using the appropriate price for each grade. The resulting figure, 2.67 
million pesos (U.S. $214,000) provides a reliable estimate of daily 
revenue for the daily industry supplying the market. 
TABLE 1 
DAILY CONSUMPTION AND CONSUMER 
EXPENDITURE FOR MILK, 
MEXICO CITY,1967* 
Class of milk 
Price per Consumer expenditure 
Volume of milk liter for milk 
Thousand liters Pesos Thousand Pesos 
Premium grade 498.4 2.47 1,232.1 
Second grade; 
Pasteurized 159.8 2.18 344.0 
Unpasteurized 364.3 1.85 673.9 
Total 524.1 1.017.9 
Reconstituted 400.0 0.80 320.0 
Canned and dried milk 100.0 0.96 95.5 
Total, all milk 1,522.5 2,665.5 
*Source: Paul H. Kipps, The Organization and Structure of the Fluid Milk 
Industry of Mexico City. Mimeographed Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York, 1968, p. 31. 
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INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE 
The policies of three separate government agencies have been instru- 
mental in creating the present institutional structure of the Mexico City 
market here, and their respective activities continue to have a direct 
impact on day-to-day market transactions. These three agencies are 
(1) conosupo2, (2) The Department of Industry and Commerce3, and 
(3) The Department of Public Health4. 
The principal activity of conosupo in the market is to manufacture a 
reconstituted milk for distribution to low income families. Production was 
initiated on a small scale in 1945 to offset what was termed a temporarily 
short supply situation. The market share of reconstituted milk has 
gradually increased over the years until presently it is about one-fourth 
of the total volume. 
The second agency, The Department of Industry and Commerce, fixes 
retail prices for the three classes of pasteurized milk. The actual price 
level specified is determined by the Department's own production and 
processing cost studies plus whatever political pressure can be brought to 
bear by interested parties. The price of unpasteurized milk is affected 
only indirectly by the Department's actions, and reconstituted milk prices 
are set by conosupo. 
The third agency, The Department of Public Health, licenses mili 
producers and handlers and is responsible for administering regulations 
designed to safeguard public health and to improve product quality. The 
Department establishes minimum quality standards for each grade of 
pasteurized milk. No provision is made for unpasteurized milk. Other 
requirements pertain to the manner in which milk is produced and 
processed. Premium grade milk must be pasteurized and packaged im- 
mediately after milking in a plant located adjacent to the^ milking 
facility. Both herd and plant must be under the same ownership; addi- 
tional milk cannot be purchased from other producers. 
PUBLIC POLICY AND MARKET GROWTH 
The current programs of the three public agencies, taken together 
appear to be more restrictive than expansionary with respect to the 
2Compania Nacional de Subsistencias Populares. 
3Secretaria de Industria y Comerdo. 
4Sccretaria de Salubxidad y Asistenda. 
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market for regular fluid milk. The restrictive tendancy does not hold 
universally, however, and the effects are noticeably different both in 
degree and method for the different agencies. 
conosupo markets reconstituted milk, a substitute product, that is in 
direct competition with conventional dairy interests, primarily the sup- 
pliers of unpasteurized milk. As noted above, reconstituted milk supplies 
about one-fourth of the market. In the absence of the substitute product, 
at least part of this market share almost certainly would accrue to sup- 
pliers of regular milk, most likely to suppliers of unpasteurized milk. 
In the long run, however, conosupo's program could be expansionary. 
Such an effect might be induced by the retaining of low income con- 
sumers in the market when otherwise they might be excluded because of 
high milk prices. Consumers in the higher income brackets purchase 
larger quantities of milk and pay premium prices. Maintaining consump- 
tion even with a substitute product initially may at a later time result 
in a higher level of effective demand than would otherwise be the case. 
The retrictive influence of The Department of Industry and Com- 
merce works through the depressing effects which low product prices 
have on supply. Retail price fixing is limited to pasteurized milk which 
accounts for nearly half of the total market volume. But for consumers, 
unpasteurized milk is a close substitute product, particularly with respect 
to the lowest grade of pasteurized milk. Unpasteurized milk prices, 
therefore, are effected indirectly by price ceilings imposed on the pas- 
teurized grades. 
There is no empirical basis for specifying a particular supply response 
coefficient, but there is certainly no reason to conclude that the price 
elasticity of supply is zero. If the elasticity is positive, the growth in 
market volume of whole milk would have been greater in the absence of 
price controls than has actually been the case. 
The policies of the Department of Public Health governing the licens- 
ing of milk producers and handlers and the setting up of minimum 
quality standards for each grade of pasteurized milk definitely acts as a 
deterent to market growth. In actual practice, however, the programs of 
the department have both restrictive., and expansionary effects. The 
principal negative effect on market expansion associated with the activi- 
ties of the Department of -PubJic Health stems from the requirement that 
premium grade suppliers must be vertically integrated. The high capital 
requirements represent a significant entry barrier against new firms and 
the relatively.large investment in .processing and, marketing, facilities per 
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unit of plant capacity in the small plants results in high costs to pro- 
ducers, who, in turn, must pass them on to the consumer. Centralized 
processing is officially limited to lowest grade pasteurized milk plants. In 
the single instance in which this requirement is waived, one centra! 
plant handles the entire volume supplied by one geographic region. The 
daily capacity of this central plant is 200,000 liters compared to an 
average volume of 3,900 liters for the remaining premium grade plants, 
If centralized processing on a market-wide basis were to replace the pres- 
ent system of many small volume plants, processing costs could be reduced, 
eduction in these costs would tend to allow lower prices to consumers 
and/or higher returns to the supply sector, an effect which in either case 
would be expansionary. 
The Department of Public Health's tacit approval of unpasteurized 
milk is also expansionary. Technically, unpasteurized milk cannot legally 
enter the market, but it is permitted, primarily because of chronically 
short supplies at prevailing prices. Enforcement of the pasteurization 
requirement would almost certainly force some producers out of busi- 
ness. This circumstance in itself might have little effect on market volume, 
however, if the cows from the affected farms were simply transferred to 
other farms legally supplying the market. But consumer prices would 
have to rise to cover the cost of pasteurization and this, presumably, 
would lower consumption at least slightly. 
PUBLIC POLICY AND CONSUMER WELFARE 
The several public agency programs taken together definitely appear 
to have benefited most consumers, conosupo's reconstituted milk pro- 
gram has made a nutritious product available to a large number of low- 
income families at a price they can afford. 
Retail price ceilings specified by the Department of Industry and Com- 
merce have the effect of increasing the quantity of milk or other items 
that can be purchased for a given expenditure. It would appear, how- 
ever, that the retail price controls are least beneficial for the lowest 
income families where the need probably is greatest. 
The welfare implications of the programs administered by the De- 
partment of Public Health are more ambiguous. Regulations supposedly 
aimed at improving product quality tend to increase milk prices and 
restrict overall supply. The one instance in which centralized processing 
is permitted for premium grade milk increases total supply by nearly 
one-fourth without apparently lowering product quality. Market volume 
is increased further by nonenforcement of the pasteurized n-ii'lk provision. 
m 
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In view of normal consumer habits, there appears to be little hazard 
associated with consumption of unpasteurized milk. Such milk is pur- 
chased directly from producers located just outside the city. Frequently, 
purchases are made twice daily, so the milk is consumed within a rela- 
tively few hours after milking. Moreover, many families regularly boil 
their milk (even pasteurized grades) before it is used. 
From the standpoint of market growth, the current programs of these 
three public agencies appear to be more restrictive than expansionary 
with respect to the market for regular fluid milk. The resulting chronic 
shortage has been alleviated, at least in part, by increased production of 
reconstituted milk. Because this alleviation has been possible, total 
availability, particularly to low-income families, is almost certainly 
greater than it would have been were there no public intervention. If, 
on the other hnad, reconstituted milk were not so readily available, or 
should it suddenly be withdrawn or not subsidized, the net effect of 
public intervention is much less certain. Moreover, it would appear that 
the regulations of the Department of Public Health could be modified 
so as to increase expansionary effect without necessarily endangering 
product quality or sacrificing welfare objectives of other agencies. 
SOME INTRA-MARKET COMPARISONS 
A striking lack of uniformity is revealed when the market as a whole 
is separated into its principal component segments. The dissimilarity is 
evident both in the nature of the basic demand-and-supply forces and in 
the institutional structure of the market. Each component segment or 
sub-market serves primarily a particular income bracket and, in general, 
each has its own principal differentiated product. 
The three sub-markets, their relative sizes, and other characteristics are 
shown in Table 2. The classification necessarily is somewhat arbitrary 
and the association of a particular product with one of the sub-markets 
is, therefore, only approximate. 
On examination, Table 2 does, however, reveal the general impact of 
the several public programs on milk consumption and expenditure pat- 
terns. Milk consumption in the low-income market is almost exactly 
proportional to its population share although in this case income and 
expenditure on milk are much less than proportional. These respective 
proportions in large measure reflect the relative success of conosupo's 
program of making an inexpensive and acceptable product available to 
low-income families. 
Prices are higher for the predominating grades of milk in the medium- 
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income market; and the proportions for milk consumptions and expendi- 
ture show less divergence than in the previous case. Both, however, are 
well below the population share, a condition which reflects the absence 
of a subsidy comparable to that for reconstituted milk in the low-income 
market. 
Premium grade pasteurized milk is predominant in the high-income 
market. Although it includes only about 12 percent of the total popu- 
lation, the high-income market accounts for over one-third of total 
consumption and nearly one-half of the estimated expenditure on milk. 
Per capita consumption levels are substantially higher here than for either 
of the other markets and consumer outlay, and, consequently, industry 
revenue are higher still. 
Upward shifts in demand in rapidly growing urban centers generally 
result from population growth and rising incomes. Migration of rural, 
low-income families into the city contributes significantly to population 
growth in the low-income segment. Per capita consumption of milk by 
these former rural families is substantially lower than average rates for 
Mexico City as a whole.5 The effect on demand of population growth, 
therefore, is relatively weak compared to a similar increase in either of 
the higher income segments. 
The effect on demand of rising income, however, is relatively strong 
for families at the lower end of the income scale but appears to weaken 
as families move into successively higher income brackets.5 The net effect 
of both population and income on demand in the low-income segment 
appears to have produced a per capita consumption rate almost equal 
to that for the city as a whole. This rate is higer than normally would 
be expected. Under free market conditions the income constraint would 
significantly limit effective demand in the low-income market. In addi- 
tion higher retail prices would be expected thus further reducing the 
level of consumption for a given income. 
Upward shifts in demand for the medium-income market result from 
families moving up the income scale from the low-income group (the 
income effect) and the normal ppulation increase at given income levels. 
5Average per capita daily consumption: 
Rural families = 0.14 liters 
Mexico City = 0.29 liters 
Source; Banco de Mexico, Encuesta Sohre Ingressos T Gastos Familiares en 
Mexico, 1963, Mexico, D.F., 1966, Tables 31-1 and 31-5. 
_ 
5Income elasticities of 0.5 and 0.0 for low and high income families, respec- 
tively, have been reported: Kipps, op. cit., p. 50. 
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The former is the more significant because it tends to be accompanied 
by a shift in type of product used. The principal products in the medium- 
income market are (1) uiipasteurized, (2) third grade pasteurized, and 
(3) second grade pasteurized milk. These three products are listed in 
order of price from lowest to highest. Within the medium-income market, 
unpasteurized milk predominates for families at the lower end of the 
income scale with a shift to the lower pasteurized grades being evident 
as incomes rise. 
The demand for milk appears to be little affected by income levels 
within the high-income market. Upward shifts in demand, therefore, 
come primarily as the result of expanding numbers of families, either 
from their natural increase or from their moving up the income scale 
into the high-income group. 
SUMMARY 
The ultimate impact on the supply segment of the normal pull forces 
on the demand side is conditioned significantly by the institutional 
structure of the market. Moreover, a significant component of effective 
demand originating in the low-income segments is not transferred through 
the market to the conventional supply segment at all. Rather, it is di- 
verted to a public agency whose basic source of supply in the past has 
been dependent on an agency of the government in a second country. 
Consumption patterns observed for the medium-income segment of the 
market suggest that rising incomes in this range are accompanied by an 
increase in the demand both for the basic product, milk, and for as- 
sociated marketing services such as pasteurization, packaging, and home 
delivery. Both product and services in this instance are supplied by 
private conventional dairy interests. 
Demand originating in the upper income groups is directed toward 
the production and marketing subsegments which supply premium grade 
pasteurized milk. Here again the supply facilities are in the hands of 
private conventional dairy interests, and the public sector enters only 
indirectly. There are, however, two principal differences compared with 
the middle-income group. First, successively higher income levels within 
the group have little or no effect on the demand for milk, and second, 
demand is more stable with respect to type of product and associated 
service. This implication of the first point is that the income elasticity 
of demand is near zero. If this is the case, and if consumers will not 
readily switch to a lower grade product, then price elasticity is also 
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relatively low. This, in turn, means that the principal outcome of a price 
rise would be higher returns to conventional dairy interests with relatively 
little effect on total consumption in the high-income group. The second 
point, that of a stable demand mix, serves to reinforce the overall effect 
of a price change. Premium grade milk prices maintained below their 
free market level represent an income transfer from dairy interests to 
high-income consumers. 
In general, the public sector acting through its price regulatory au- 
thority can, within limits, either augment or supress the impact on the 
supply sector of a given increase in consumer demand. Additionally, 
within Hmits, the relative returns accruing to production, as opposed 
to marketing, interests can be altered deliberately. 
The Department of Public Health is responsible for designating the 
several grades of milk and determining their respective standards. These 
standards have a direct bearing on both the cost of the final product and 
the real division of costs between production and marketing services. 
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A RADIOTRACER STUDY OF CALCIUM 
TRANSPORT FROM THE DUODENUM OF 
NORMAL AND VITAMIN D DEFICIENT 
ALBINO RATS* 
by 
Patricia H. Dailey 
Introduction 
During the past 20 years, the role of vitamin D in calcium metabolism 
has been the subject of many investigations. These studies have pro- 
duced widely varying results, and there is still considerable disagreement 
over the theory of vitamin D action. The primary purpose of this study 
is to note the effects of vitamin D on the transport of radioactive calcium, 
which can be easily traced, from the duodenum of albino rats. This in- 
vestigation elucidates some of the many unanswered questions. Is cal- 
cium transported passively, actively or by a facilitated-active mechanism? 
Does vitamin D increase intestinal permeability to the calcium ion? Are 
varied mechanisms of transport active in the differing tissue layers of the 
duodenum? 
Earliest experiments indicated that vitamin D was responsible for an 
"edogenous factor" which regulated the efficiency of calcium absorption 
(12). Vitamin D itself, was viewed by Migoscovsky and Jamieson, 1955, 
to act as a carrier for calcium transport and the theory of an "endogenous 
factor" was disregarded. 
Most recent investigators have differing opinions on the mechanisms 
by which calcium is transported. Schachter, 1963, has reported experi- 
mental results which indicate that calcium transport is primarily due to 
an active mechanism (15), (16). Harrison and Plarrison, 1961, have 
indicated that vitamin D acts to increase the permeability of the intestine 
to calcium by a method not dependent upon oxidative transport (4). 
Helbock and Saltman have indicated that there is no evidence of active 
calcium transport in the intestine (6). 
Wasserman, 1963, has proposed a theory of vitamin D action which 
includes some reconciliation of these varying results. An active trans- 
*This research, extracted from an unpublished Master's Thesis, was directed 
by Mrs. John R. Gordon, Assistant Professor of Biology, Madison College. 
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port system is generally composed of both a carrier and a pump. The 
carrier portion gives some degree of specificity to the system and also 
provides a complex which transports a substance across the membrane. 
The pump supplies the necessary energy for the transport of the substrate- 
carrier complex uphill. Wasserman has proposed that at lower concentra- 
tions of luminal calcium the carrier is utilized in active transport. With 
higher calcium concentrations, the same carrier might be used to "facili- 
tate" the transfer (18), (1). If vitamin D is necessary for the synthesis 
or operation of a carrier component, and not for the energy yielding 
reaction, the widely varying results of active and passive transport could 
be resolved. Evidence of a calcium binding protein by Wasserman and 
Taylor (19), indicates a vitamin induced carrier system may be present 
in the mucosa. Thus, the influence of vitamin D on the transport of 
calcium is open to considerable discussion. 
Methods and Materials 
Twenty-one Sprague Dawley albino rats were procured as 30 day 
weanlings from Wards Biological Supply Company, Rochester, New 
York. An attempt to use all male rats was made, however, not all of the 
rats sent were male. Since the females were sacrificed before sexual 
maturity, they were used, and are noted as such in the results. 
The rats were randomly divided into two groups: those maintained on 
a vitamin D deficient diet, and those maintained on a normal stock diet 
which contained physiological amounts of vitamin D. 
Rachitogenic diet, Association of Official Agricultural Chemists 
(A.O.A.G.), in a pelleted form was purchased from Nutritional Bio- 
chemicals Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. This diet contained: 
Corn (ground yellow)  
Wheat flour  
Vegetable oil  
Casein (purified)  
Mono Calcium Phosphate  
Sodium Chloride (10 ml. KI)  
Manganese Sulfate (18 gm,/100 lbs.) 
Brewers Yeast U.S.P  
The stock Rat and Mouse Cubes Diet was obtained from Gleco Milling 
Corporation, Gharlottesville, Virginia. This diet contained: 
.,54.0% 
.,25.0% 
.. 4.0% 
..12.0% 
.. 2.0% 
.. 1.0% 
." 2.0% 
Crude protein, not less than  23% 
Crude fat, not less than  3% 
Crude fibre, not more than  6% 
N.F.E., not less than 44% 
The ingredients were: dried skim milk, ground wheat, pul- 
verized white oats, fish meal, yellow corn meal, soybean oil 
meal, animal fat (preserved with butylated hydroxanisole), 
molasses, calcium carbonate, vitamin B-12, feed supplement, 
riboflavin, brewers dried yeast, thiamin, niacin, vitamin A 
feeding oil, D activated plant sterol, 0.5% defluorinated rock 
phosphate, 0.5% iodized salt, 0.02% manganese sulfate. 
Both the deficient and stock diets were in a pelleted form, and the rats 
were fed, ad. lib. The animals were maintained on their respective diets 
four weeks before operations. All animals were maintained in an area 
protected from direct sunlight as suggested by Dowdle, Schachter, and 
Schenker (2). 
Operations were conducted with four to six rats at a time. The first 
series of 12 rats was maintained on either vitamin D deficient diet or a 
stock diet only. Six rats of each group were used. The second series of 
nine rats were vitamin D deficient. Each animal was fasted for 24 hours 
prior to the operations. The animal was lightly anesthetized with ether 
in a glass container, and then placed on a dissecting table. An incision 
was made slightly to the left of the median line of the abdomen, and 
the duodenum was located. A tight ligature was made at the pyloric 
sphincter, and a second loose ligature was placed 8 cm. distal to the 
sphincter. With a syringe, one ml. of the dosing solution was injected 
into the lumen of the intestine. As the solution was injected, the ligature 
was tightened. The dosing solution was composed of: 
0.08 gm. of CaClo.HgO 
1.00 mc. Ca 45 
25.00 ml. of H20 
After injection, the rat was quickly sutured and isolated for four hours. 
Operations were completed in 12 to 15 minutes. The isolation time and 
the liquid dosing solution were chosen to insure maximum absorption 
of the calcium ions (9), (10). 
After four hours, the rat was sacrificed by an overdose of ether to 
recover the intestinal segment. This segment was emptied of its contents, 
split open and rinsed with five ml. of water. The sample with the rinse 
water was retained as intestinal contents. The mucosa was removed by 
scraping the lumen with a clean glass slide (13), (19). The intestinal 
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segment was rerinsed to remove as many mucosal cells as possible. The 
mucosa and rinse water were combined and termed mucosa. This por- 
tion contains submucosa in addition to mucosa. The remaining intestinal 
sac was termed intestine. 
All samples were then treated with concentrated HN03) heated and 
the tissues were allowed to dissolve. A total volume of 20 ml. for each 
sample was obtained by the addition of water to the dissolved tissues. 
Two ml. of each of the samples were then placed into aluminum plan- 
chets and dried. After drying, the planchets were sealed with thin plastic 
wrap. 
One ml. of the dosing solution, diluted with 19 ml. of water, was ob- 
tained as a standard. Two ml. of this standard was dried on a planchet 
and sealed. The activity of this sample represents the activity of the 
calcium originally injected into the intestine. 
The calcium 45, a 0.255 MeV beta emitter, was counted with a thin 
window GM Counter collecting, each time, sufficient number of counts 
for the 99% confidence interval of a true count which is no greater than 
±5% of the count itself (3). 
The background counts per minute were subtracted from the beta 
counts per minute to obtain net count per minute. In addition, a cor- 
rection was made for coincidence loss. The coincidence correction is a 
function of the count rate, being approximately 0.5% for each 1,000 
counts per minute. 
The percentage of calcium 45 absorbed by the intestine was then 
obtained by subtracting the percent value of the intestinal contents from 
100. The percent dosage remaining in the sample was obtained by divid- 
ing the net counts per minute by the net counts per minute of the 
standard planchet. The ratio of intestine to mucosa for calcium was sub- 
jected to a one way analysis of variance so that any increased absorption 
of the ion could be measured. 
Results 
The percentage values of calcium 45 are listed for both vitamin D 
deficient and normal animals in Table 1. The I/M ratio results are listed 
at the top of Table 2. The. percentage values for intestine, mucosa, and 
intestinal contents show much individual variation. This variation is 
largely removed when a ratio of intestine to mucosa is obtained. 
The I/M ratios indicate that transport from the mucosa to the intes- 
tine (serosa) is against a concentration gradient in the normal animal. 
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The value greater than one illustrates more calcium in the underlying 
intestinal tissues than in the mucosa. Absorption is with a concentration 
gradient in the deficient animal. The I/M value of less than one indi- 
cates a decreased movement of calcium out of the mucosal layer and a 
lower amount of calcium in the other intestinal layers. 
A one way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the I/M ratios 
of the normal and deficient animals (Table 2). Such a procedure does 
not require equal sample sizes. Observation of the data indicated that 
large variations occurred in the animals which had a low amount of Ca 
45 remaining in the intestine. It is felt that lowered amounts of calcium 
would have affected the I/M ratios of the mucosa and serosa. With a 
low percentage remaining, so much calcium would have been absorbed 
from the intestine that no comparison between layers could be made. This 
is verified by Helbock and Saltman who report that lowered amounts of 
calcium are passively transported in both deficient and normal animals 
(6). Therefore, the animals showing less than 1% calcium 45 remaining 
in the intestine were removed from the observations for the analysis. 
Those observations omitted from analysis are listed in the analysis table 
but denoted by an asterisk. The analysis of variance of the calcium 
45 I/M ratios indicates that there is a highly significant difference at the 
0.01 level of probability and that the means of the calcium 45 I/M 
ratios in both groups show a statistical significance at the 0.05 level of 
probability. 
Discussion 
The duodenum was able to absorb almost all of the calcium available 
within four hours as reflected in the percent values of the intestinal 
contents. No statistically significant mean effect at the 0.05 level of 
probability due to vitamin D is seen in this study on the remaining 
contents of either the vitamin D deficient or normal animals. This im- 
plies that vitamin D has little effect on the absorption of calcium in the 
rat, especially in high calcium diets, such as the one upon which these 
animals were maintained. 
The membranes of the mucosal cells are not freely permeable to 
calcium and an efficient translocation of calcium is thought to occur 
only through the intervention of parathormone and vitamin D. This has 
been studied by Norman, 1967, at the mitochondrial level. Calcium 
uptake is dependent upon the generation of mitochondrial high energy 
bonds (14). The hormonal interaction with genetic information at the 
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mucosal level, in the processes of replication, transcription and transla- 
tion may be the key to the mechanism of vitamin D action. 
A vitamin D dependent factor, which binds calcium has been observed 
by Taylor and Wasserman (17). This protein is induced by vitamin D 
and can be isolated and identified from chick mucosa. Such a mecha- 
nism may be present in the rat and has been noted by Lund and DeLuca 
(8). In this study, the mucosal results are highly individualistic and are 
best treated in the context of the I/M ratios. It can be noted that the 
mucosa does present a barrier to calcium transport. 
The absorption of calcium 45 from mucosa to intestine is uphill in 
normal animals, but not in deficient animals. Hashim reported in 1967 
that the absorption of calcium in the rat is not mediated by vitamin D 
but that the presence of vitamin D enhances the release of calcium by 
the mucosal cells (5). The results of Hashim are confirmed in this study 
although techniques varied. In this experiment, the I/M ratios of 
calcium 45 indicate that calcium is transported against a gradient in the 
normal rat. This implies that the transport may be either active or 
facilitated, but the present sutdy does not indicate which method is 
uilized in the rat. 
The percent values of the intestinal contents reflect that the rat 
duodenum is able to absorb almost all calcium within four hours, 
whether or not the animal is deficient in vitamin D. Vitamin D must 
have little effect on the absosrption of calcium in the rat when high 
to normal calcium diets are present. Thus, active or facilitated transport 
of calcium may be of importance only when diets are highly deficient in 
calcium. 
The transport of calcium from the lumen to the mucosa is found, 
in this investigation, to be with a concentration gradient, and therefore 
passive. The vitamin D deficient rat cannot augment the transport of 
calcium from the mucosa either by active or facilitated means, but 
the normal rat has an active or facilitated transport mechanism between 
the mucosa and underlying intestine. 
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TABLE 1 
PERCENTAGE CALCIUM 45 IN MUCOSA; 
REMAINING INTESTINAL TISSUE AND 
INTESTINAL CONTENTS OF VITAMIN D DEFICIENT 
AND NORMAL ANIMALS 
Vitamin D Deficient 
Rat Remaining Contents 
Number Mucosa Intestine Intestinal 
1 3.25 2.64 12.78 
3* 3.59 1.58 ■ 14.05 
6* 0.43 0.15 4.00 
8 1.45 0.73 4.67 
10 0.13 0.32 0.14 
13 0.53 0.12 0.01 
14 0.10 0.14 0.11 
15 1.84 0.84 11.71 
16 0.11 0.19 0.44 
17 0.43 0,11 0.44 
18 0.10 0.23 0.03 
19 0.38 0.52 17.57 
20 0.12 0.11 0.15 
21 0.27 0.16 1.13 
22 0.10 0.07 1.07 
Normal 
Rat Remaining Intestinal Number Mucosa Intestine Contents 
2 0.03 0.16 0.16 
4 1.91 2.98 11.71 
5* 1.30 2.18 49.21 
7* 0.50 0.41 3.25 
9 0.09 0.13 0.24 
11 0.11 0.13 3.60 
•Females 
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TABLE 2 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF CALCIUM 45 I/M RATIOS 
Vitamin D Deficient Normal 
Rat Number I/M Rat Number I/M 
1 0.88 2* 5.33 
3 0.44 4 1.56 
6 0.35 5 1.68 
8 0.50 7 1.29 
10* 2.46 9* 1.44 
13 0.23 11 1.19 
14* 1.42 
15 0.46 
16* 1.73 
17 0.26 
18* 2.21 
19 0.73 
20 0.92 
21 0.59 
22 0.69 
Vitamin D Deficient Normal 
Tm 6.05 5.72 
Tm2 36.60 32.72 
T = ] 11.77 I? = 9.23 
T2 = 13S.53 N 
^yTm2 
= 11.51 2x? = 13.94 
Source ss DF MS F 
Between samples ■y<Tm2 ■^Nm 
T2 
— = 2.28 N 1 2.28 12.00** 
Within samples 2*2- E—2 = 2-' 13 13 0.19 
Total 2x2- T
2
 = 4.71 
N; 
14 
H0: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of 
calcium 45 I/M ratios of the normal and vitamin D deficient rats 
at the .05 level of probability. 
*omitted from analysis due to less than 1 % Ga remaining in intestine. 
**Highly significant at the .01 level of probability. 
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H-p There is a statistically significant difference between the means of 
calcium 45 I/M ratios of normal and vitamin D deficient rats at 
the .05 level of probability. 
Inference: Accept Hj. 
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■ ABSTRACTS OF MASTERS' THESES 
THEODORE ROETHKE: THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF A NEW SYMBOLISM FROM THE 
GREENHOUSE TO THE FAR FIELD 
Marian J. Rhodes 
Department of English 
(Madison College, 1969) 
Fundamental to the poetry of Theodore Roethke from the early works 
included in Open House to his last published volume. The Far Field, is 
the imagery of nature. This study examines individual symbols and types 
of symbolism to illustrate the growth and development from an objective 
view, to a subjective, and ultimately to a universal, mystical concept 
apparent in the later writings. The correspondence of the evolution of the 
imagery with a parallel growth in form and content is apparent as is the 
innate relationship between these three aspects of Roethke's work, neces- 
sitating an examination of the interdependence. 
Since critical appraisal of Roethke's body of work is relatively con- 
temporary, much of the research is based on writing found in periodical 
literature of the last thirty years and Roethke's own works in poetry 
and prose. Also examined are the volumes devoted to the man and his 
work which have appeared in the years since his death in 1963. The 
very existence of these volumes would seem to attest to his growing 
stature as a modern American poet of consequence. The one personal 
interview conducted gleaned more information relating to his personal 
life than to his imagery as such, but did provide valuable background 
material and understanding. 
The specific images studied are the stone, as an inanimate part of 
nature; the vegetable and floral, especially as they stem from the green- 
house of Roethke's childhood and become a part of him and his writing; 
and the cold-blooded living creatures from the bacterial to the reptilian 
as they partake in the greenhouse world and the symbolism of the poet. 
In each case there is found to be an evolution in evocation, beginning 
with the intimate and precise observation, so intimate as to suggest 
identification, expressed in beautifully descriptive terms, developing to 
symbolism of the inner nature of man and his relationship to life and 
reality, and finally culminating in the mystical relationship of all things; 
real, spiritual, and essential. Each individual image amasses multiple 
associations, all of which are relevant. These findings support the proposi- 
tion of the study. 
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A STUDY OF THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENT 
IN THE PLAYS OF BERNARD SHAW 
Jeanne Lee Smith 
Department of English 
(Madison Gollegej 1969) 
The object of this study is that of describing and defining the element 
of religion which George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) dramatizes in his 
plays, particularly as they exhibit the belief of Creative Evolution that 
mind is superior to matter. 
Believing that the modern world needs a new religion which is both 
scientifically credible in its content and yet metaphysical in that it ac- 
counts for the inexplicable element of life, Shaw attempts to determine 
the inadequacies of Western Christianity, to free the universal truths 
from the Biblical myths of the prescientific age in which they were 
written, and to reconstruct a religion for a new world with the materials 
of the old. 
The format of this study is divided into two major categories. The 
first deals with Shaw's critique of traditional Christianity, and the second 
propounds his own religion of Creative Evolution, a metaphysical and 
scientific system developed further in Creative Evolution (1907) by 
Henri Bergson. Shaw's critique of Christianity is subdivided into three 
areas. He first defines the church as having expounded the doctrine of 
soul over body or mind over matter, but in the course of history the 
process was ironically reversed and body was stressed to the exclusion of 
soul. Shaw also deals with the Problem of Evil which presupposes major 
problems of the Christian Doctrine of God. Shaw then disparages the 
Doctrine of the Atonement, a particular emphasis of Pauline Chnsd- 
anity which Shaw believes reverses the original Christian doctrine of 
mind over matter. 
The second major portion of the study discusses Shaw's attempt to 
find the lowest common denominator of all religions, at the same time 
maintaining credulity in the light of a scientific world view. In order to 
express his religion to a nominally Christian West, Shaw demythologizes 
traditional Christian terms. This section of the paper also attempts to 
describe Shaw's deity, which is the life force of the universe and which 
dwells in and consists of all men. Shaw's God is a God beyond simple 
moralities of good and evil. Last, the study discusses the manner in 
which Shaw eclectically borrows from the teachings of Jesus in order to 
reinforce his own religion of Creative Evolution. 
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